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Skip Introduction

Humans use learning processes
called cognitive processes to
think, learn and act. To improve
thinking, learning and actions
during zoo visits, exhibits could
be intentionally designed to
engage and facilitate cognitive
processes. How?

By first understanding what
motivates our learning and
invokes cognitive processes, then
realizing how learning styles and
learning application varies from
person to person, designers can
improve design outcomes for
thinking, learning and actions
across visitor types.

Synthesizing literature on
learning theories identified
nine principles essential to zoo
exhibit designs. Each of the nine
principles integrate key concepts
from learning theories which
relate directly to zoo exhibit
design guidelines intended to
spark cognitive processes during
zoo exhibit experiences.

Principles
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7Apply
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Principle concepts

Guidelines
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Facilitator
Professional
Experience Seeker
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1.1 Explorer discovery
1.2 Facilitate the Facilitator
1.3 Professional information
1.4 Memorable experiences
1.5 Recharger reflection

Searching processes
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Cognitive-emotional arousal
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2.1-2.5, 2.13 Promote sequential scanning
2.6 Focusing device
2.7-2.9 Cognitive-emotional learning
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Providing direction
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6.2 Conceptual connections
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Application
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Learning Principles
While the principles and their associated principle concepts can inform
design, it is their interconnections and relationships which reflect
the complexity of the learning process. An understanding of principle
concepts in one principle requires a foundational knowledge of other
principles to utilize the principle most effectively. This document
facilitates these connections with vital links designed to understand
associated interconnections and relationships.
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5Grasp

7Apply

8Transfer

3Inform

6Guide

9Individual

Example Projects

Project

To demonstrate the application of the principles and
guidelines seven projects were envisioned illustrating
exhibit experiences designed to engage our learning
processes. The projects demonstrate how the principles
and guidelines coalesce to influence exhibit form and
generate the visitor experience.
1Identity

Two Waterways
3Inform

7Apply

Who is Right?

Project

What Animal is That?
6Guide

5Grasp
Project

Help the Otters
Project

Project

4Recall

Four Lives

Project

Project

2Attention

Where is the Animal?

Mimic the Animal

8Transfer

9Individual

Design Guidelines
The design guidelines developed from the learning principles
assist designers in making informed design decisions. Designers
can integrate the guidelines with their existing knowledge to
augment their existing design processes as they to design more
effective learning environments.
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how do

You design exhibits
for learning ?
A foundational knowledge of how people
learn is vital to understand how exhibits
engage our learning processes. The learning
principles presented describe learning
processes which are the genesis for the
design guidelines which inform design
decisions to create exhibits which facilitate
learning processes. What learning processes
do you engage in exhibits?

What influences our learning?

In zoos, the physical environment,
the people we interact with, and
our individual differences affect our
learning.

How do we engage exhibits for learning?

We focus our attention creating an
opportunity for learning to occur.

What do we recall during exhibit visits?

We recall prior knowledge and
experiences to contextualize new
situations and information resulting in
new understanding.

How do we know how to learn?

When we know how to engage the
exhibit the potential for learning
increases.

How do we apply our knowledge?

As we exercise our learning through
application and receive feedback our
understanding increases.

How do we use our learning in new contexts?

For our learning to persist we need to
use our knowledge repeatedly and in
new contexts.

how do

You design exhibits
for learning ?
How do learning processes influence how
you design exhibits for learning? The design
guidelines provide guidance in making
informed design decisions specifically for
engaging learning processes. How does the
learning process begin? The learning process
begins with our reasons for visiting a zoo.

what do

Visitors desirezoosfrom
exhibits ?
Principle overview

Principle outline

Identities describe how we arrive at the
zoo expecting to fulfill certain needs.
These needs influence our behavior and
how we understand the zoo experience.
By understanding visitor’s motivations,
exhibit designs can more effectively
integrate learning into the zoo experience.
In this principle, the five visitor Identities
explain motivations and how to satisfy the
needs of each Identity.
Learning Concepts Map

Introduction
Why do you go to the zoo?
Identity as a filter
What is your Identity?
Explorer
Explorer
Needs
Facilitator
Facilitator
Needs
Professional
Professional
Needs
Experience Seeker
Experience Seeker
Needs
Recharger
Recharger
Needs
Guideline Summary

Identity

Why do you go to the zoo?
We visit zoos with expectations from which we form goals that determine our needs
for the visit. During the visit needs motivate our behavior as we attempt to satisfy
goals for the visit. Visitor’s general needs when visiting a zoo are for fun, recreation
and socialization and in part learning (Falk 2009; Wagoner and Jensen 2010). If
exhibits can fulfill the basic needs of the visit while effectively integrating learning
then exhibit design could further the conservation mission of the zoo.
An Identity is “a complex
sociological and psychological
construct assembled from a
myriad of sources, including a
visitor’s prior knowledge of and
experience with the setting,
perceived social relationships
and expectations, the social
and cultural meaning s/he
attributes to the institution,
and personal interests” (Falk
2006). An Identity is how we
view ourselves and how we
perceive others to view us (Falk
2009; Wagoner and Jensen
2010) which result in one’s
needs and expectations.

Identity
Related Concept
Related Projects
Related Guidelines

Explorer

Facilitator

Professional

Experience Seeker

1.0 All Identity Guidelines

Recharger

Identity as a filter
Identities are important to consider when developing a design concept because
our Identity is the filter through which we understand the zoo visit. Our Identity
informs where we direct our attention based on our interests and prior knowledge.
It informs what we recall to contextualize the experience in creating meaning (Falk
2009). Identities predict both how we will act during the visit and also how we will
remember the visit.

How do your thoughts and actions differ when you
visit for work... with your children?

Identity
Related Concept
Related Projects
Related Guidelines

Meaning making

Prior knowledge

3.5 Inform Identity

What is your Identity?
Researchers have identified five Identities: Explorer, Facilitator, Professional,
Experience Seeker and Recharger (Figure 1.3). Identities are dynamic. For each visit
we enact one or a blend of Identities depending on who we are with and why we
are there (Falk 2009). Each of the five Identities are explained in greater detail
sequentially or via hyperlink from below.
Explorers come to fulfill their curiosity.

Facilitators come to fulfill the needs of someone else.

Professionals come to increase their knowledge about the zoo.

Experience Seekers come to collect a unique experience.

Rechargers come for self-reflection and rejuvenation.

Identity
Related Concept
Related Projects
Related Guidelines

Identity

1.0 All Identity guidelines

Explorer
Visitors who visit the zoo to fulfill their curiosity are Explorers
(Figure 1.4). They are interested in general discovery of
information and not necessarily concerned with whether other
group members enjoy the zoo visit. Explorers are one of the
largest groups of visitors in zoos (Falk and others 2007). They visit
frequently therefore they have an understanding of how zoos are
organized and what activities zoos have to offer other. They have
a general interest in learning, but not necessarily on a specific
topic. In learning they rely on their prior knowledge to determine
how they attend, frame and make meaning (Falk 2009).

I wonder what is in
there?

Identity
Related Concept
Related Projects
Related Guidelines

Identity

1.1 Explorer discovery

Guideline
1.1

Explorer needs
Explorer discovery
Provide opportunities to create our’s own
challenging experiences.

During exhibits Explorers want new and
surprising opportunities (Figure 1.5) and events
such as temporary exhibits or in-depth programs.
They want to push their intellectual boundaries,
desiring greater challenge than what typically
exists in current exhibits (Falk and others 2007).
Explorers also want the ability to customize
the exhibit experience because they don’t like
prescribed ways to experience the exhibit (Figure
1.6). Instead, they want to browse for interesting
information and opportunities to exercise their
minds through discovery. To assist them in
browsing, Explorers need visual and intellectual
clarity to determine what to engage (Falk 2009).
The exhibits What Animal is
That? and Where is the Animal?
meet the needs of Explorers in
the design of the visitor activity
and organization of visitor
circulation.

Identity
Related Concept
Related Projects
Related Guidelines

Identity

Choice and control

Dynamic information

3.5 Inform Identity

Orientation

Facilitator
Visitors who come to fulfill the needs of someone they care about are
Facilitators. There are two types of Facilitators. Facilitating Parents
focus on satisfying the needs of their children by translating and
interpreting the shared zoo experience (Figure 1.7). The experience
is centered around their child’s fun and learning, not themselves.
The other type is Facilitating Socializers who focus on fulfilling a
companion’s visit. They may not be interested in the content of the
zoo; instead, they focus on interacting with their group. During the
visit they take the Identity of their companion (Falk 2009).

What are the
penguins doing?

Identity
Related Concept
Related Projects
Related Guidelines

Identity

1.2 Facilitate facilitator

Guideline
1.2

Facilitator needs
Facilitate the Facilitator
Encourage interaction between
groups of visitors.

Facilitators don’t separate learning from
fun; therefore, provide entertaining
activities centered around learning.
When designing the activities design
with the Facilitator’s prior knowledge,
experience and interest in mind, since
the Facilitator interprets the experience.
The activities need to provide Facilitators
with opportunities to socialize and
interact with their companions (Figure
1.8). Exhibits need to stimulate
intergenerational interactions and provide
activities which engage both parents and
children together (Falk 2009). The Four
Lives and Who is Right? exhibits provide
activities which encourage interaction
between parents and children.

Identity
Related Concept
Related Projects
Related Guidelines

Identity

Exhibits need to provide Facilitators
with tools to assist them in engaging
their companions in learning (Falk
2009). Interpretation explaining how
Facilitators can communicate the
information to their companions
provides Facilitators with orientation
and techniques for engaging their
children such as questions and
directions. The briefing area of the
What Animal is That? is an example
of providing spatial orientation and
direct instructions for interpreting the
experience.

Orientation

3.5 Inform Identity

Professional
Visitors who come with a strong knowledge, interest in the
zoo and a specific reason for the visit are Professionals. They
are interested in advancing their own knowledge about their
profession, hobby or study such as designers, photographers,
or biologists (Figure 1.9). Professionals focus on accomplishing
a specific task and they are conscious of the objective. They
understand the zoo and are in-tune with its goals and activities
(Falk 2009).
How can we learn
from this bridge?

Identity
Related Concept
Related Projects
Related Guidelines

Identity

Choice and control

Dynamic information

1.3 Professional information

Guideline
1.3

Professional needs
Professional information
Provide detailed information
and insightful experiences.

Professionals prefer an experience with
minimal distractions and small crowds
so they can focus on understanding
the information in the exhibit. They are
looking for in-depth information and
references. In addition to the standard
exhibit information, they desire premium
programs such as behind-the-scenes
tours (Figure 1.10), interaction with
experts, lectures and seminars (Falk
2009), (Figure 1.11).
They do not follow the ‘prescribed’ visit
experience. Instead they attend to what
is important to them, which is typically
different than other Identities because of
their highly focused visit objectives (Falk
2009). The exhibit example What Animal
is That? provides detailed information,
customizable to their specific interests.

Identity
Related Concept
Related Projects
Related Guidelines

Identity

Choice and control

Dynamic information

3.5 Inform Identity

Experience Seeker
Visitors who come to ‘collect’ a zoo experience are Experience
Seekers (Figure 1.12). They come for a new or famous exhibit
which presents a unique experience. Experience Seekers
are motivated by the idea of being there, not necessarily
the content of the zoo. They are not interested in a deep
understanding of the zoo’s content but an overview (Falk 2009).

We are coming back
when this opens.

Identity
Related Concept
Related Projects
Related Guidelines

Identity

Attraction characteristics

1.4 Memorable experience

Orientation

Guideline
1.4

Experience Seeker needs
Memorable experiences
Provide unique experiences with
opportunities to remember the visit.

Since Experience Seekers are at the zoo
primarily to ‘collect’ an experience they want
a unique experience different from other local
attractions (Figure 1.13, Figure 1.14). Exhibits
can create experiences to capture the memory
of the experience for later reminiscing (Falk
2009). Mementos can capture the experience
with a physical object such as a photograph,
merchandise or an object made at the zoo,
similar to the crafts made in the Four Lives
exhibit.
Experience Seekers need good
orientation to navigate unfamiliar
exhibit spaces. The exhibit
can assist Experience Seekers
in fulfilling their Identity by
highlighting the most important
attractions and information
providing them with an overview
of the zoo’s content (Falk 2009).

Identity
Related Concept
Related Projects
Related Guidelines

Identity

Attraction characteristics

3.5 Inform Identity

Orientation

Recharger
Visitors who come to reflect, rejuvenate, or bask in the
wonder of the place are Rechargers. They are looking for a
quiet place to relax or think (Figure 1.15). When they arrive at
the zoo they likely go straight to a familiar place they know
will meet their needs, since they are typically repeat visitors.
Rechargers likely understand the content of the zoo; however,
it is not what motivates their behavior and visit (Falk 2009).

I love the
kangaroos...

Identity
Related Concept
Related Projects
Related Guidelines

Identity

1.5 Recharger reflection

Guideline
1.5

Recharger needs
Recharger reflection
Create a beautiful place for
relaxation and reflection.

Rechargers are looking for quieter
programs. Therefore, exhibits need
quite places separate from other noisier
Identities (Figure 1.16). In the Locate
the Animal exhibit a place is specifically
designed for Rechargers. In addition
to quiet spaces, Rechargers are also
searching for beautiful spaces where
they can enjoy being in the presence
of nature (Falk 2009). Learning can be
integrated into the passive activity by
providing a context for reflection and
contemplation.

Identity
Related Concept
Related Projects
Related Guidelines

Identity

Context

3.5 Inform Identity

Identities summary and guidelines
When we visit zoos and exhibits we enact an Identity which describes our
expectations and needs which motivates our behavior. Exhibit designs can integrate
learning into the exhibit experience by using the following five guidelines as a
starting point to foster visitor’s motivation for learning. For us to enact our Identity
in exhibits productively to learn we need to direct our attention and engage objects
in exhibits, which is the topic of the next principle.
1.4 Memorable Experiences

1.1 Explorer Discovery

Provide unique experiences with
opportunities to remember the visit.

Provide opportunities to create one’s
own challenging experiences.
Network of pathways
Locate the animal
Maximum choice and control

Extrinsic reward

1.5 Recharger Reflection

1.2 Facilitate the Facilitator
Encourage interaction between
groups of visitors.

Create a beautiful place for
relaxation and reflection.

Fulfilling Identity
Briefing area
Locate the animal
Making a decision

Variety of experiences

1.3 Professional Information
Provide detailed information and
insightful experiences.
Dynamic interactive guide

Identity
Related Concept
Related Projects
Related Guidelines

Explorer

Facilitator

Professional

Experience Seeker

3.5 Inform Identity

Recharger

what captures

Your attention
in exhibits ?
Principle overview

Principle outline

If learning is to occur in an exhibit we
need to engage which requires our
focused attention. We use searching
processes to direct our attention on
physical characteristics of exhibits. This
principle covers strategies for capturing
visitor’s attention to engage them in
learning.
Learning Concepts Map

Introduction
Where do you direct your attention?
Searching Processes
Orienting process
Powerful stimulus
Simultaneous scanning
Sequential scanning
Strategies
Attraction characteristics
Focusing device
Hooks
Cognitive-emotional arousal
Cognitive-emotional arousal
Distressing situations
Cognitive-emotional management
Animals
Attention to animals
Animal selection
Unfamiliar animals
Manage attention
Manage attention
Distractions
Guideline Summary
Attention

Attention

Where do you direct your attention?
For learning to occur, we must first determine what we are going to learn from, then
we can engage. Once we engage the opportunity to learn is present (Gagne 1985)
and the exhibit can facilitate learning processes.

Zoo exhibits are complex multisensory environments with many stimuli. When we
enter into an exhibit we are unfocused and aware of a multitude of stimuli from the
physical environment, other people and animals. Objects can capture our attention
by directing our attention (Figure 2.1). If we determine an object is worth the effort
to engage we focus our attention by ignoring other stimuli. We use three processes
to scan for objects of interest - orienting, simultaneous scanning and sequential
scanning. All three processes scan the environment for objects which capture our
attention to determine which are worth the effort to engage (Bitgood 2010). The
following these three processes are described in more detail before describing
characteristics which attract our attention.

Attention
Related Concept
Related Projects
Related Guidelines

Orienting process

Simultaneous scanning Sequential scanning

2.0 All attention guidelines

Attraction characteristics

Orienting process

Guideline
2.1

An orientating process is an evolutionary reaction
to a powerful stimulus such as a loud noise or
a flash of light (Figure 2.2). A powerful stimulus
can quickly redirect our attention; however, they
must be carefully designed. Once we redirect our
attention we rarely return our attention back to
the previous object. Importantly, if the intensity
of the stimulus is too powerful it can cause stress,
distracting us from learning (Bitgood 2010).
Powerful stimulus redirection
Use a powerful stimulus to redirect
one’s attention to the learning content.

A powerful stimulus can direct our attention away from other distractions in the
exhibit and capture our attention on learning content. When the stimulus is at the
beginning of an exhibit it can act as a hook engaging us in the exhibit. Powerful
stimuli can also contribute to the learning experience by being part of the learning
content. For example it could remind us of a problem by illustrating the problem
dramatically, motivating us to think critically and/or act. This in turn provides the
opportunity to provide important content about how to solve the problems related
to the exhibit’s conservation mission. In the Four Lives example project, a loud noise
redirects visitor’s attention to a specific element in the exhibit and also directs their
cognitive processes in recalling and contextualizing the element. Guidelines 2.2 and
2.3 also provide guidance in using a powerful stimulus to support learning.

Attention
Related Concept
Related Projects
Related Guidelines

Powerful stimulus Attraction characteristics

Hooks

2.2 Powerful stimulus intensity 2.3 Strategic powerful stimulus

Guideline
2.2

Powerful stimulus
Powerful stimulus intensity
Set the intensity of the powerful
stimulus to the audience.

Guideline
2.3

The powerful stimulus needs to grab our
attention but not distract us from learning.
A powerful stimulus can potentially create a
stressful situation when the intensity exceeds
the audience’s acceptable level (Bitgood
2010). One approach to lessen the impact
of the stimulus is to warn us of the coming
experience as in the Four Lives example project.
Strategic powerful stimulus
Strategically design the powerful
stimulus in the visitor experience.

Once we have redirected our attention using an orienting process we rarely will return our
attention to the object previously capturing our attention (Bitgood 2010). Therefore, exhibit
designs should locate and time the stimulus to occur when we are in a position to redirect our
attention onto learning (Figure 2.3). In the example project Four Lives a powerful stimulus is
used to ensure visitors direct and focus their attention to content necessary for later activities
in the exhibit. Also, a powerful stimulus could occur at the beginning of the exhibit or when
communicating the primary exhibit message to capture our attention acting as a hook. In
addition to carefully designing powerful stimuli into the sequence of the visitor experience,
designers must ensure the stimuli do not distract other visitors in different areas of the exhibit.
Other guidelines describing how to use a powerful stimulus are 2.1, 2.7 and 2.13.

Attention
Related Concept
Related Projects
Related Guidelines

Orienting process

2.1 Powerful stimulus redirection

Focusing device

Hooks

2.7 Warn of distressing element

2.13 Manage attention

Simultaneous scanning
In contrast to the reactionary orientating process in response to a powerful stimulus,
a simultaneously scanning process is consciously controlled. We consciously scan the
environment for something which ‘pops out,’ satisfying our needs for the zoo visit,
then we choose to focus our attention on the object (Bitgood 2010). Environments
requiring complex simultaneous scanning can potentially distract us as we may
become disoriented by the multitude of possible objects to engage. Therefore,
exhibits need to manage our attention as described in the following guidelines in this
principle and guideline 2.13. One potential challenge in designing for a simultaneous
scanning process is to focus our attention on a specific object may be difficult
because objects in the exhibit compete for our attention (Figure 2.4).
Guideline
2.4

When exhibits display multiple objects or
Exhibiting multiple items
pieces of information in the same area they
Create a hierarchy of items to
can help visitors determine where and how
assist our scanning processes.
to engage the exhibit using a hierarchy
of items. The hierarchy assists visitors in
determining important information by orienting them conceptually and physically
(Falk 2000). See the Two Waterways project example. Alternatively, the spatial
organization of the information could encourage a sequential searching process as in
the What Animal is That? example project and guideline 2.5. Designers can create a
hierarchy by varying attraction characteristics as explained later in the principle.

Attention
Related Concept
Related Projects
Related Guidelines

Attraction characteristics Distraction

Orientation

2.5 Promote sequential scanning 2.13 Manage attention

Sequential scanning

Guideline
2.5

Another conscious process similar to
simultaneous scanning is a sequential
scanning. Sequential scanning is the
process of scanning one object then
moving to the next object until we find
something of interest (Bitgood 2010).
Promote sequential scanning
Encourage us to use a sequential
searching process.

An exhibit which encourages a sequential process can increase engagement and
understanding by limiting distractions and presenting information as intended by
the design concept. Since one object is presented at a time (Figure 2.5), potential
distractions are reduced by minimizing the competition between elements (Bitgood
2010). Our understanding increases as we encounter objects in the most effective
order for learning. For example, elements in exhibits can be arranged in a linear
progression promoting the use of a sequential searching process. For example in the
What Animal is That example project elements are spaced apart and in the Mimic the
Animal views are limited minimizing the number of elements scanned. Managing our
attention is also discussed in the guideline 2.13.
How we direct our attention during the searching processes of sequential scanning
and simulations scanning is affected by the design of exhibit features. Exhibit
features with certain characteristics have a greater chance of capturing out
attention as described in the following pages.

Attention
Related Concept
Related Projects
Related Guidelines

Attraction characteristics Distraction

2.13 Manage attention

Orientation

Attraction characteristics
We are generally attracted to elements with high attraction characteristics.
Attraction characteristics include elements which are distinct, familiar, or appear
important or beneficial. Also, when objects have characteristics which contrast their
surroundings such size (Figure 2.7), isolation, color (Figure 2.6), are multi-sensory or
have other unique qualities we also direct our attention to them (Bitgood 2002). Our
interests influence where we direct attention as does our prior knowledge because we
actively seek out what is familiar and cognitively comfortable (Falk 2000; Falk 2006).
When we perceive an element to benefit or satisfy our needs, our interest increases
(Bitgood 2010). If we are interested in an object we generally spend more time with
it and engage it. Increased engagement does not necessarily lead to greater learning,
but “engagement requires deep processing of content” (Bitgood 2010).

The following strategies focusing devices, hooks, cognitive-emotional arousal and
particular animal characteristics, in this principle Attention, employ attraction
characteristics in specific ways to capture and focus our attention.

Attention
Related Concept
Related Projects
Related Guidelines

Attraction

Prior knowledge

Reward

Animal selection

2.0 All attraction guidelines

Focusing Device

Guideline
2.6

Due to the many stimuli in the zoo
we need guidance in determining
which stimuli are important and
where we need to direct our
attention (Bitgood 2010).

Attention
Related Concept
Related Projects
Related Guidelines

Focusing device
Use focusing devices to
direct and focus attention.

Attraction

Instinctively, we direct our attention to
objects which contrast their surroundings
with increased attraction characteristics. A
focusing device can enhance the object’s
contrast encouraging us to focus our attention
on the contrasting element (Bitgood 2010)
such as spot lighted features (Figure 2.8),
sounds or framed views (Figure 2.9). Other
strategies such as directional arrows (Figure
2.10) and signs can more explicitly direct our
attention. Focusing devices are used in the
example projects What Animal is That? and
Two Waterways and guideline 3.1.

Attraction characteristics Directing attention

3.1 Direct attention

Hooks
In exhibits elements, activities and
situations can act as hooks. Hooks
initially capture our interest and
lead to engagement. Hooks act as a
gateway; pique our interest to explore
content in the exhibit. Powerful
stimuli, cognitive-emotional arousing
situations, such as visceral experiences
and rewards can act as hooks (Figure
2.12) such as in the Help the Animal
and Mimic the Animal example
projects.
How we engage exhibits can also act as
a hook. Exhibit elements and activities
can engage certain cognitive processes
for words, images or music, as described
by Multiple Intelligences in the Individual
principle, engaging particular learning
processes leading to exploration of other
content (Figure 2.11) such as in Where is
the Animal? example project. Additionally,
rewards for participation, as described
in the Apply principle, can motivate
engagement increases exploration of other
elements beyond the initial objects such as
in the Four Lives example project.

Attention
Related Concept
Related Projects
Related Guidelines

Cognitive-emotional arousal

Powerful stimulus

5.4 Visceral experience

Reward

Multiple Intelligences

Cognitive-emotional arousal
We are also interested in elements and situations which stimulate thought and/
or affective responses resulting in cognitive-emotional arousal. Situations evoking
emotional-cognitive arousal motivate engagement and increase mental focusing
(Bitgood 2002).

One strategy to stimulate cognitive-emotional arousal is to use cognitive dissonance.
Elements which we do not understand can cause us to attempt to make sense
out of the situation. For example, exhibits can illustrate a problem causing us to
concentrate on solving the problem as in the Help the Otters and Who is Right?
example exhibits. Another example is conceptually conflicting elements which cause
us to contemplate the relationship resulting in engagement of cognitive processes
(Figure 2.13) for example in the Four Lives example exhibit.

Attention
Related Concept
Related Projects
Related Guidelines

Attraction

2.9 Cognitive-emotional learning

Hooks

Distraction

Inform learner

2.8 Manage cognitive-emotional arousal

4.5 Unexpected feature recall

Distressing situations

Guideline
2.7

Another strategy is to use distressing
elements which cause us use cognitive
processes in considering the issue
associated with the element (Figure 2.14)
as described in guideline 4.5. Examples
employing this strategy include graphic
photographs of the bushmeat crises
(Stoinski et al. 2002) or environmental
destruction (Steinbrener and Dempf 2002).
The guidelines 2.8 and 2.9 provide direction
in using cognitive-emotional arousal.
Warn of distressing situation
Inform us of potentially
distressing situations.

When exhibits contain a distressing element the exhibit should notify visitors of
coming experiences which could be distressing, especially parents with children. For
less intense situations subtle cues can indicate coming experiences such as questions
or exhibit elements foreshadowing the experience as in the example project Four
Lives.

Cognitive-emotional arousal

Attention
Related Concept
Related Projects
Related Guidelines

2.9 Cognitive-emotional learning

2.8 Manage cognitive-emotional arousal

4.5 Unexpected feature recall

Guideline
2.8

Cognitive-emotional management
Manage cognitive-emotional arousal
After evoking a negative emotion, end
with a positive emotion.

Guideline
2.9

When invoking a negative emotional state using guideline 2.7, the experience needs
to end on a positive note (Gwynne 2007) because negative emotions distract us,
slowing learning. Instead, change our emotional state to one of curiosity (Chaffar
2005). The Oregon Zoo suggests a balance of 20:80 with 80% being positive (Oregon
Coast Aquarium 2010). For example, an exhibit illustrating a degraded habitat can
end with the visitor experiencing a healthy landscape improved by conservation
actions, explaining to visitors environmental improvement is possible as illustrated
in the example project Help the Otters. Strategies for evoking positive emotions
are described in Guideline 7.7 Evoke a Positive State. Another strategy is to end the
exhibit with a positive conclusion as in the Four Lives example project.
Cognitive-emotional learning
Use cognitive-emotional arousal to
focus our attention on learning.

When piquing our cognitive-emotional state, the attention should center on learning
content. For example, the situation could illuminate an environmental problem
motivating us to learn more about solutions to the problem as in the example
exhibits Help the Otters, Four Lives and Who is Right? The situations presented
should closely integrate the animal or impacts and effects on the animal as feasibly
possible.

Attention
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Distraction

Cognitive-emotional arousal

2.7 Warn of distressing element

Unexpected feature

7.7 Evoke a positive state

Attention to animals

Guideline
2.10

In addition to different characteristics of design elements animals also influence how
we direct our attention. Animals have the ability to capture our attention in dramatic
ways. Our attention increases when we are familiar with an animal or encounter a
large or active animal (Moss and Esson 2010). Animals should be used to strategically
direct our attention and engage us in learning especially, if the goal is conservation.
Familiar animals
Gain visitor’s attention with familiar
animal(s).

Centering an exhibit experience around animals
we expect to see (Figure 2.15), or animals we
have prior experiences with and/or knowledge of
engages us in learning. Our learning increases by
relating the exhibit content to a familiar animal
because it provides a known context from which we
can use our prior knowledge (Myers Jr., Saunders,
and Garrett 2004) further described in guideline
5.2. For example in Four Lives, Help the Otters the
exhibits are about common animals elephants and
otters. Or, key concepts in the exhibits could center
around familiar animals such as gorillas and kolas
in Primate Adaption and What Animal is That?
Another strategy is to allow visitors to choose the
animal to focus on during the exhibit for example
Where is the Animal?

Attention
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Attraction

Animal selection

5.2 Familiar examples

Guideline
2.11

Animal selection
Match animals and learning
Select animal species which communicate
the learning content.

Species selection should consider animals
which communicate the intended exhibit
message most effectively and fulfill the
zoo’s mission. Selecting animals which
facilitate learning during the visitor
activity or are integral to the exhibit story
and experience is a key consideration.
Obvious application of the guideline is
in examples centering around a specific
animals, following the guideline 2.10, such
as in the Four Lives and Help the Otters
exhibits inclued elephant and otter which
are common zoo animals.
However, unconventional animals may be better suited for communicating concepts
not directly concerning a specific animal. For example the Two Waterways exhibit
begins by experiencing microscopic organisms describing the eutrophication
processes. Also, in the Who is Right? example exhibit everyday cattle are included to
illustrate their relationship with wolves. In using the guideline the animal selected
to communicate the concept may require using an unfamiliar animal as described in
guideline 2.12. The Concept Hierarchy Diagram and Cognitive Activity may provide
design techniques to determine which animal is best for the exhibit.

Attention

Cognitive activity

Concept hierarchy diagram

Related Concept
Related Guidelines

2.10 Familiar animals

2.12 Unfamiliar animals

Guideline
2.12

Unfamiliar animals
Unfamiliar animals
Increase our interest in unfamiliar
animals.

To increase interest in unfamiliar animals
it is important to tell an interesting and
engaging story about the animals or to
engage us in an activity which directly
connects visitors with the animal or,
redirect interest from a familiar animal by
first centering the story around a familiar
species and then connect the story to an
unfamiliar species (Moss and Esson 2010;
Myers Jr., Saunders, and Bexell 2009). To get
visitors interested in unfamiliar animals in
the What Animal is That? example project
the first example is a koala.
The type of animal displayed needs to help us learn the exhibit message. To
communicate concepts unconventional or underutilized animals may be better
suited for learning concepts. This is not new; in Conway’s visionary article How to
Exhibit a Bullfrog (Conway 1968) he described a wetland exhibit centered around a
bullfrog. Many have echoed a call for a greater emphasis of greater diversity of living
organisms such as reptiles, plants, invertebrates and microorganisms (Robinson 1996;
Hancocks 2001). For example, in the project example Two Waterways visitors begin
the encounter by experiencing algae and other microorganisms living in a stream.
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Attraction

Attention to animals Animal selection

2.11 Match animals and learning

Guideline
2.13

Manage attention
Manage attention
Regulate our attention by focusing our
attention and minimizing distractions.

In exhibits there are many opportunities for us to direct our attention and engage
the environment. Exhibits can manage our attention by controlling the amount of
stimuli we encounter during the exhibit experience. The exhibit can manage our
attention by reducing competition between elements, increasing the physical and
visual access between the visitor and object, and avoiding redirecting attention away
from the intended content (Bitgood 2010). See the examples in the What Animal is
That? and Who is Right? example projects. Guidelines 2.4 and 2.5 provide additional
strategies for managing attention using attraction characteritstics.
Managing attention is important
because we rarely go out of our
way to engage exhibit features if
we don’t have direct visual and
physical access even when an
object is of high utility. To ensure
important elements have an equal
chance of capturing attention,
configure the pathways to bring
us directly in contact with exhibit
features (Figure 2.18) and provide
a clear line-of-sight to the feature
(Bitgood 2010).
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Distraction

Orientation

2.4 Exhibiting multiple items

Attraction characteristics

2.5 Promote sequential scanning

Distractions
If we are distracted from attending to the exhibit then we may miss learning
opportunities and also not achieve our goals for the day resulting in an unsatisfied
visit (Bitgood 2010).
Minimize competition
When we encounter multiple objects at
the same time we scan the environment
searching for an object to direct our
attention. Reducing our need to scan
many objects we decreases distractions
from many stimuli. Exhibits can reduce
the competition between elements by
limiting our line-of-sight to one or a
few elements at a time increasing the
chances we focus our attention on the
primary information (Bitgood 2010). See
using guidelines 2.4, 2.5 and 2.13.

Additional distractions
We can also be distracted by nonexhibit related conversation. Exhibits
can redirect the conversation through
questions and framing the exhibit with
relevant topics. We may also become
distracted when we are physically
and mentally fatigued and from time
limitations. This can be reduced by
providing information about the time
requirements of each exhibit (Bitgood
2010).

Reduce outside stimuli
Reducing distracting stimuli which redirect our attention away from the content in
the exhibit can imporve learning. For example, loud sounds from other parts of the
exhibit or outside the zoo can distract from learning (Bitgood 2010). Guideline 2.3
provides a design strategy to remediate the distracting effect.
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Manage attention

Orientation

2.3 Strategic powerful stimulus

Sequential scanning

Powerful stimulus

2.4 Exhibiting multiple items

2.5 Promote sequential scanning

2.13 Manage attention

Attention summary and guidelines
We use orienting, sequential and simultaneous searching processes to direct and focus
our attention on elements which contrasts their backgrounds. Strategies employing
attraction characteristics in exhibits can facilitate searching processes to direct our
attention productively for learning. Once we direct our attention we need to know
how to learn while we are engaged which is the topic of the next principle, Inform.
2.1 Powerful stimulus redirection
Use a powerful stimulus to redirect
one’s attention to the learning
content.
Warn of a distressing situation

2.2 Powerful stimulus intensity
Set the intensity of the powerful
stimulus to the audience.
Warn of a distressing situation

2.3 Strategic powerful stimulus
Strategically design the powerful
stimulus in the visitor experience.
Warn of a distressing situation

2.4 Exhibiting multiple items
Create a hierarchy of items to assist
our scanning processes.

2.5 Promote sequential scanning
Encourage visitors to use a
sequential searching process.
Informing with an example
Linking

2.6 Focusing device
Use focusing devices to direct and
focus attention.
Briefing area example
Dynamic interactive guide
Understanding the landscape

2.7 Warn of distressing situation
Inform us of potentially distressing
situations.
Warn of a distressing situation

Related Concept
Related Projects
Related Guidelines

After evoking a negative emotion, end
with a positive emotion.
Consequences of actions
Positive conclusion

2.9 Cognitive-emotional learning
Use cognitive-emotional arousal to
focus our attention on learning.
Making a decision
Reinforcement
Solve the problem
Unexpected situation prompts recall

2.10 Familiar animals
Gain visitors attention with familiar
animal.
Begin with visceral experience
Briefing area example
Begin with concrete experience
Selecting exhibit experience
Briefing area

Informing with an example
Understanding the landscape

Attention

2.8 Manage cognitive-emotional arousal

Attraction

Attraction characteristics

3.1 Direct attention

4.3 Element recall

Prior knowledge

Cue recall

4.5 Unexpected feature recall

Context

2.11 Match animals and learning
Select animal species which
communicate the learning content.
Reduce the abstraction
Animal selection

2.12 Unfamiliar animals
Increase our interest in unfamiliar
animals.
Informing with an example

2.13 Manage attention
Regulate our attention by focusing
our attention and minimizing
distractions.
Creative solutions
Briefing area example

do you

Know how to learn
in exhibits ?
Principle overview

Principle outline

We need to know what opportunities
exist for learning in the exhibit and
how to engage the exhibit. Exhibits can
suggest how to engage exhibits without
compromising choice and control and
engaging visitor’s Identify. This principle
discusses strategies for how to inform by
directing attention and using examples.
Learning Concepts Map

Inform

Introduction
How do exhibits assist you in engaging?
Orientation
Strategies
Direct Attention
3.1 Direct attention
Informing with an example
3.2 Provide an example
Interactive guides
3.3 Interactive guides
Providing direction
3.4 Maintain choice and control
3.5 Informing Identity
Guideline Summary
Inform

How do exhibits assist you in engaging?
We come to zoos partly to learn (Gwynne 2007; Reading and Miller 2007; Clayton
2009) therefore exhibits can capture our desire to learn by informing us how to
engage the exhibit. Once we are interested in learning we need to know how to
learn (Gagne 1985). Exhibits can inform us where to direct our attention and effort
towards learning by explaining how we can engage and learn from the exhibit.

Inform
Related Concept
Related Projects
Related Guidelines

Five Identities

Attraction characteristics

3.0 All inform guidelines

Orientation
When we enter into exhibits we need to know what is expected of us – how we can
act and what we can engage. Our learning increases when we know what to do in
exhibits by increasing our physical orientation and reducing distractions of spatial
disorientation. Similarly, exhibits can also increase our learning via conceptual
orientation. By informing us how we can physically and conceptual navigate exhibits
our learning increase because we are more comfortable in the exhibit (Falk 2000).
Physical orientation
Physical orientation provides us
with an overview of the spatial
layout of the environment to
orient us to the exhibit. Once
oriented, we know where to go
in the exhibit and what is in the
exhibit. Signs and maps provide
physical orientation but also
logically organized spaces and
an easily navigated circulation
system (Falk 2000).

Conceptual orientation
Conceptual orientation provides us with
an overview of the intellectual content.
Conceptual orientation helps us organize,
relate and order what we see and encounter,
helping us to make meaning in exhibits.
Strategies providing conceptual orientation
include linking and clustering concepts to
explicitly describe relationships between
concepts. Additionally, hierarchies can help us
quickly understand information and interpret
the situation to make meaning (Falk 2000).

Exhibits can increase our orientation specifically for learning by employing the
strategies of directing attention, informing with examples and providing direction
described in the following pages.

Inform
Related Concept
Related Projects
Related Guidelines

Inform learner

Meaning making

3.0 All inform guidelines

Guideline
3.1

Directing attention
Direct attention
Inform one where to direct their
attention for learning.

Exhibits can inform us where to direct our attention on learning content by providing
visual cues (Figure 3.3) or by directing our engagement in an activity by instructing
our actions (Figure 3.2). Obviously, instructions on a sign or an arrow pointing to
the subject of interest can focus our attention (Figure 3.4) creating conceptual
connections. However, subtler strategies can also inform us where to direct our
attention such as questions, increased attraction characteristics or focusing devices
as described by guideline 2.6 Focusing Device. The example projects Help the Otters
and Two Waterways employ the guideline in assisting the visitor in completion of an
activity. Also, the Who is Right? project provides explicit directions.

Inform
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Inform learner

Attraction characteristics

2.6 Focusing device

Conceptual connections

Guideline
3.2

Informing with an example
Provide an example
Use an example demonstrating
how to learn.

Inform us by demonstrating how to learn by providing an example of how we are
to learn. The example provides a concrete example helping to contextualize the
information. One potential design strategy is using guideline 5.2 Familiar Examples.
Then create opportunities for us to learn following the example as in the What
Animal is That? and Mimic the Animal example project or as in the Two Waterways
where visitors observe an example. While we are learning remind us of the example
for reference as described in guideline 7.5 Recall Learning.
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Orientation

Inform learner

5.2 Familiar examples

Concrete experience

7.5 Recall learning

Guideline
3.3

Interactive guides
Interactive guides
Provide direction throughout
the exhibit.

Devices can inform us where to direct our attention and provide information used
in engaging the exhibit. These devices can be fixed in position and content (Figure
3.5) or such as a sign at an interpretation node. Or, the devices can be mobile guides
such as handouts (Figure 3.6) and dynamic content (Figure 3.6) such as a smart
phone app carried throughout the exhibit as in the What Animal is That? example
projects. These devices could be field guides or games which engage cognitive
process by informing how we focus our attention (Koran Jr., Koran, and Foster 1989)
as in the Where is the Animal? example exhibit.

Figure 3.6
Handout with images of animals in exhibit
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Inform learner

Dynamic information

Guideline
3.4

Providing direction
Maintain choice and control
Inform one without compromising
their choice and control.

Guideline
3.5

When informing how to engage an exhibit avoid direct instructions, unless necessary
such as how to use a smart phone app. Instead ask visitors to complete a task during
the exhibit experience, preserving their choice and control, as described in the
Individual principle. To increase visitor engagement in the exhibit, design the exhibit
requiring visitors to participate in the activity to fully experience the exhibit such as
in the role playing activity in the Four Lives example project. Another strategy could
be to provide multiple options to engage the exhibit such as in the example projects
Where is the Animal? and What Animal is That? where visitors select the animal
associated with the visitor activity.
Informing Identity
Explain how the exhibit fulfills one’s
Identity.

To increase our desire to engage the exhibit while informing us of learning
opportunities frame instructions around our Identity, orienting us to our Identity.
Since we are seeking chances to enact our Identity, the instructions can appeal
to our Identify motivating us to learn, as described in the Identity guidelines,
by explaining how we can satisfy our Identity during the exhibit experience. For
example, in the Where is the Animal? example project instructions for how to use
a phone app explain how Facilitators can engage their younger companions. Also
in the exhibit one exhibit creates a place for Rechargers by informing not only
Rechargers but Explorers and Facilitators.
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Inform learner

Choice and control

1.0 All Identity guidelines

Identity

Inform summary and guidelines
We need to know how to engage learning opportunities in exhibits, capturing our
curiosity and desire to learn. Exhibits can employ strategies for directing our attention
and providing examples while providing directions explaining how to engage exhibits.
Once we know how to engage exhibits a fundamental learning process, recall of prior
knowledge, needs facilitation which is the topic of the next section.
3.1 Direct attention

3.4 Maintain choice and control

Inform one where to direct their
attention for learning.

Inform one without compromising
their choice and control.
Briefing area example
Variety of experiences
Intrinsic reward

Unexpected situation prompts recall
Create an introductory context
Understanding the landscape

3.2 Provide an example
Use an example demonstrating how
to learn.

3.5 Informing Identity
Explain how the exhibit fulfills one’s
Identity.

Briefing area example
Informing with an example
Linking experiences

Informing with an example
Network of pathways
Variety of experiences

3.3 Interactive guides
Provide direction throughout the
exhibit.
Dynamic interactive guide

Inform
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Orientation

Inform learner

Identity

Attraction characteristics

Meaning making

Choice and control

do you

Recall prior knowledge
in exhibits ?
Principle overview

Principle outline

We use prior knowledge to understand
new experiences and information. Exhibits
can stimulate recall of prior knowledge
through questions, design elements and
the overall exhibit context. This principle
explains how and when to strategically
stimulate visitor’s prior knowledge in
facilitating learning processes.
Learning Concepts Map

Recall

Introduction
What do you recall in exhibits?
Prior knowledge
Prior knowledge
Common experiences
4.1 Common experiences
Cue recall
Cue recall
4.2 Question recall
4.3 Element recall
Context
4.4 Context recall
Unexpected feature
4.5 Unexpected feature recall
Other considerations
Recall before new situations
4.6 Initial recall
Concept Hierarchy Diagram
Recall emotions
4.7 Match emotions with recall
Guideline Summary
Recall

What do you recall in exhibits?
Once we engage an exhibit, we use prior knowledge and experiences to contextualize
new information and situations. Exhibits can facilitate the cognitive process
of recalling existing information by prompting us to remember knowledge and
prior experiences. We then can combine the recalled prior knowledge with new
information to modify existing knowledge resulting in new understanding.
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Related Projects
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Prior knowledge

4.0 All recall guidelines

Prior Knowledge
Designing for our prior knowledge is important because we use our prior experiences
as a frame of reference for understanding new situations and in approaching and
solving problems. Exhibits can encourage us to recall specific information and
experiences to facilitate how we think about the exhibit experience. If exhibits
can relate information to our prior knowledge our learning increases because prior
knowledge is readily available for use in the new situation (Gagne 1985).

Learning in zoos primarily supports, confirms and reinforces our prior knowledge.
The most satisfying exhibits are ones which resonate with our prior experiences
and provide new information which enriches our existing world view (Falk 2009).
Additionally, prior knowledge influences our interests and attention in exhibits as
we use our choice and control in directing our attention informed by our Identity
which filters the information (Figure 4.2). Therefore, visitor satisfaction in exhibits
can improve by stimulating visitor to recall prior knowledge and facilitating them
in relating to the information as described in guideline 8.1 Made Relevant to Daily
Lives. However, designing for visitor’s prior knowledge is challenging because
everyone’s existing knowledge is different and unique.

Recall
Related Concept
Related Projects
Related Guidelines

Identity as filter Attraction

4.0 All recall guidelines

Choice and control

8.1 Make relevant to daily lives

Common experiences

Guideline
4.1

Even though we all have different knowledge
we have common experiences from living
in the same culture. Exhibits can stimulate
recall by targeting these common experiences
ensuring the largest audience recalls
information as intended by the design. The
exhibit can connect to similar experiences
from our lifestyles, such as riding and driving
cars. Or, it can recall common knowledge using
symbolic figures (Figure 4.3) such as metal
barrels or familiar symbols association with a
concept such as the recycling symbol in the
Help the Otters example project.
Common experiences
Promote recall of common experiences
to reach the broadest audience.

The exhibit can stimulate recall of these
common themes in our lives, relating the
exhibit to our daily lives (Figure 4.2) as
described in guideline 8.1.
Strategies cueing recall include using questions, design elements, exhibit contexts
and unexpected features described in the following pages.
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Related Guidelines

Prior knowledge

Identity as filter

8.1 Make relevant to daily lives

Attraction characteristics
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Guideline
4.2

Cue recall
Question recall
Use simple questions to cue recall of
prior knowledge and experiences.

Guideline
4.3

Questions can encourage us to recall knowledge
for use in understanding the exhibit (Figure 4.5).
A question prompts us to recall information
about what we already know, becoming a
starting point for contextualization and thought
(Koran Jr. and Koran 1983) for example in Who
is Right? and Four Lives example projects. Questions also direct our attention also
described in guideline 3.1 and increases understanding by directing thoughts similar to
guideline 6.4 and 8.5. The example project Two Waterways employes this guideline.
Element recall
Use exhibit elements to cue recall of
prior knowledge and experiences.

Exhibit elements can similarly stimulate recall.
We associate information and experiences
with objects and situations such as a metal
barrel in the Help the Otters example projects.
Also, exhibits can present cultural and natural
features (Figure 4.6) to prompt recall assisting
understanding as in Two Waterways example project. Also, a specific type of design
elements, unexpected features, can cue recall described later in this principle. To
ensure visitors see the element, increase the attraction characteristics described in the
Attention principle.
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Prior knowledge

3.1 Direct attention

Context

Attraction characteristics

6.4 Guide thought

Unexpected feature

8.5 Encourage divergent thinking

Guideline
4.4

Context
Context recall
Use the surroundings of the exhibit
to cue recall of prior knowledge.

Similar to questions and design elements the
context influences what we recall about the
animal (Figure 4.8 & Figure 4.9). We recall
information about the cumulative experience
of the cultural and natural features,
themeing, landscape and animals in exhibits
to understand our surroundings (Figure 4.7).

How does the
information
you recall
change in
the two
situations?

One strategy using context to strategically employ recalled prior knowledge is
juxtaposing two similar landscapes. The two situations encourage visitors to
recall different information about similar landscapes as demonstrated in the Two
Waterways and Help the Otters example projects. Another strategy is to use the
context to suggest a meaning such as in the Four Lives example project.
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Prior knowledge

4.1 Common experiences

Cue recall

Unexpected feature

4.2 Question recall

4.3 Element recall

Unexpected feature

Guideline
4.5

Design elements and exhibit contexts which we currently would not expect in an
exhibit arouse our cognitive-emotional state and cause us to recall associated
information to make sense of the perplexing situation. The juxtaposition of elements
cues the recall of seemingly unrelated information and encourages us to use the
information in unison (Figure 4.11).
Unexpected feature recall
Stimulate recall using design elements
one would not expect to encounter .

An unexpected element can guide our thoughts
as we experience the exhibit. Elements which
seem disconnected with the content of the
exhibit contrast each other conceptually,
creating a conflict in understanding. This
cognitive dissonance causes us to reframe the
situation to resolve the discrepancy guiding
meaning making, as described in guideline
6.2. For example, the elements can illustrate
dilemmas causing us to consider balancing
conflicting issues (Figure 4.10). This skill is
important in helping us understand different
viewpoints and question our values (Myers
Jr., Saunders, and Garrett 2004). The example
projects Four Lives, Help the Animal and Who
is Right? employ this strategy. A similar design
strategy is described in guideline 6.4.
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Cognitive-emotional arousal

4.1 Common experiences

Cue recall

Prior knowledge

6.2 Conceptual connections

6.4 Guide thought

Guideline
4.6

Recall before new situations
Initial recall
Prompt one to recall existing
knowledge before new information.

Before experiencing new information stimulate recall of prior knowledge so that it
is readily accessible for use in understanding the new situation. Use the previous
guidelines 4.2-4.5 to stimulate recall of foundational concepts of the exhibit
message (Gagne 1985). Basic concepts of biology and ecology typically are needed
to understand the exhibit conservation message composed of multiple concepts. For
example, to understand the need for habitat conservation one needs to understand
ranges of animals and breeding populations. The example project Who is Right?
applies this guideline to begin the exhibit. Also, when applying learning use this
guideline with guideline 7.5 Recall Learning described in the Apply principle.
A design process technique useful to
determine what prior knowledge the
exhibit needs to stimulate is a Concept
Hierarchy Diagram (Figure 4.12). The
Concept Hierarchy Diagram is used to
organize and structure the concepts
needed to understand the overall
message for the exhibit (Miles 1982).
The identification and organization
of the concepts helps present the
information with conceptual clarity.
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Stimulate recall

Prior knowledge
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Orientation

7.5 Recall learning

Guideline
4.7

Recall emotions
Match emotions with recall
Match the emotional state evoked to the
emotional state of the recalled information.

When we recall information the emotions we had when the memory was made is
also recalled (Chaffar and Frasson 2005). In deciding the intended information for
recall, consider the emotion associated with the information. For example, if the
exhibit suggests a negative emotion with the exhibit situation or design elements
(Figure 4.13) the information recall will be negative in nature.
When a negative emotion is recalled
use the guidelines 2.7 -2.9 to
strategically leverage the emotions
towards learning by increasing
motivation and stimulating cognitiveemotional arousal. The guidelines
also explain how to controlling the
distracting effects of the negative
emotions which potential limit learning.
The example projects Four Lives
illustrate the use of the guidelines
when evoking negative emotions. Other
guidelines concerning emotions are 6.5
and 7.6.
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Prior knowledge
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Cognitive-emotional arousal

6.5 Memories and emotion

7.6 Evoke a positive state

Recall summary and guidelines
We use prior knowledge to contextualize new situations. Exhibits can stimulate us
to recall prior knowledge and experiences using questions, design elements, exhibit
context and unexpected elements to facilitate learning processes. In addition to the
information we recall, how we encounter the information influences how we learn
which is the topic of the next principle, Grasp.
4.1 Common experiences
Promote recall of common
experiences to reach the broadest
audience.
Briefing area
Stimulating recall with an element
Unexpected situation prompts recall

4.2 Question recall
Use simple questions to cue recall of
prior knowledge and experiences.
Create an introductory context
Understanding the landscape
Comparing lifestyles
Stimulating recall with an element

4.3 Element recall
Use exhibit elements to cue recall of
prior knowledge and experiences.
Stimulating recall with an element

4.5 Unexpected feature recall
Stimulate recall using design
elements one would not expect to
encounter.
Reinforcement
Warn of a distressing situation
Unexpected situation prompts recall
Stimulating recall with an element

4.4 Context recall
Use the surroundings of the exhibit
to cue recall of prior knowledge.
Comparison
Observation of the landscape
Making a decision
Recall learning

4.6 Initial recall
Prompt one to recall existing
knowledge before new information.
Create an introductory context

4.7 Match emotions with recall
Match the emotional state evoked to
the emotional state of the recalled
information.
Making a decision
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how do you

Experience concepts
in exhibits ?
Principle overview

Principle outline

We use different cognitive processes to
understand ideas and experiences by
grasping information and the environment
around us through concrete experiences
and abstract concepts. This principle
discusses strategies for how to engage
visitors most effectively with abstract
concepts and concrete experiences during
learning process.
Learning Concepts Map

Grasp

Introduction
How do you experience concepts?
Strategies
Link the abstract to the experience
5.1 Link abstract to concrete
Link the abstract to familiar examples
5.2 Familiar examples
Reduce the abstraction
5.3 Reduce the abstraction
Concrete experience
5.4 Concrete experience
Visceral experience
5.5 Visceral experiences
Guideline Summary
Grasp

How do you experience concepts?
Once we direct our attention and recall information we perceive, or grasp,
information as we engage the exhibit. We can grasp information in two ways,
concretely and abstractly. Through hearing, seeing, and feeling we grasp information
as a concrete experience, the here and now, such as encountering an animal or
experiencing an ecological process in action (Figure 5.1). We also grasp information
in exhibits as a representation of reality which is an abstract concept such as models
and signs communicating ecological processes (Figure 5.2). Both types of information
are equally important in the learning process because we use concrete experiences
to understand abstract concepts and vice versa as a cyclical process (Kolb 1984). The
following strategies explain how to link abstract and concrete experiences, how to
design exhibits to facilitate the cyclical learning process and how to use concrete
experiences most effectively to create meaning.

Grasp
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Meaning making
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Linking the abstract to the experience

Guideline
5.1

Abstract concepts can be difficult to understand because we may not have
prior knowledge of concrete experiences to understand the abstract concepts.
In zoos, many of the important conservation issues zoos are communicating
in their messages require an understanding of ecological concepts. Learning of
these abstract concepts increases in zoos by making connections with concrete
experiences (Myers Jr., Saunders, and Garrett 2004).
Link abstract to concrete
Contextualize abstract concepts by
connecting it to a concrete experience.

When exhibits present abstract concepts create a physical (Figure 5.3) or intellectual
connection (Figure 5.4) to a concrete experience. The concrete experience provides a
context to understand the concept such as a physical example or hands-on activity.
The two experiences also create a conceptual connection as described in guideline
6.2. The example project Mimic the Animal creates a physical connection with a
gorilla suit to an abstract concept. When linking concepts ensure the connection
does not increase the abstraction as described in guideline 5.2.
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Grasp Prior knowledge

5.3 Reduce the abstraction

6.2 Conceptual connections

Linking the abstract to familiar examples

Guideline
5.2

Another strategy similar to guideline 5.1 linking abstract concepts to concrete
experiences is to use familiar examples. Familiar examples could be prior knowledge
of a local landscape or a familiar animal to make the connection between abstract
concepts and concrete experiences. When making the connection, use a specific
animal and relate the abstract concepts to visitor’s prior experiences and knowledge
outside the zoo (Myers Jr., Saunders, and Garrett 2004). The animal provides a
concrete experience from which to contextualize the abstract concepts increasing
understanding by making a conceptual connection as described in guideline 6.2
Conceptual Connections. The example project Mimic the Animal uses familiar animal
examples and the two example projects Two Waterways and Who is Right? use a
familiar local landscape.
Familiar examples
Use familiar examples as concrete
experiences to link abstract concepts.

Grasp Prior knowledge

Grasp
Related Concept
Related Projects
Related Guidelines

5.1 Link abstract to concrete

5.3 Reduce the abstraction

6.2 Conceptual connections

Reduce the abstraction

Guideline
5.3

Many of the ecological and biological
concepts needed to understand
animals and conservation are difficult
to grasp due to the complexity of
processes and systems along with
the extremes in scale from massive
global process to miniscule molecular
functions. These concepts typically
can only be represented through
abstraction. To facilitate the learning
of the processes reduce the abstraction
of the concepts.
Reduce the abstraction
Present abstract concepts as
concretely feasible.

Logical

Grasp
Related Concept
Related Projects
Related Guidelines

When demonstrating the processes using
abstract concepts provide concrete examples
and connections to link abstract concepts to
concrete experiences, as described in guideline
5.1 and by adding and referencing concrete
experiences as described in guidelines 5.4 and
5.5 while reducing the abstraction. The examples
provide a context for understanding the
concepts through personal experiences (Figure
5.7). Abstraction can also be reduced by using a
less abstract concept. For example, an abstract
number is reduced using a symbol representing
a number (Figure 5.6), which may engage the
Logical Intelligence. The example projects Mimic
the Animal reduce the abstraction of biological
process of time, evolution and Two Waterways
illustrate ecological process of water quality.

5.1 Link abstract to concrete

5.5 Visceral experience

5.4 Interactive experiences

Concrete experience

Guideline
5.4

The previous strategies improve our learning of abstract concepts which are in
many of the messages in zoos by using concrete experiences. The zoo is an excellent
learning environment of these abstract concepts because of the many concrete
experiences in zoos. Two strategies, interactive and visceral experiences, are
discussed for designing concrete experiences.
Interactive experiences
Create concrete experiences using personal
experiences with physical engagement.

Interactive exhibits provide opportunities to experience concepts first hand. In
exhibits, we can interact with live animals experiencing them with all our senses
as a concrete experience. Interactive interpretation also provides opportunities
for engaging multiple senses and exploring information physically which increases
learning (Lindemann-Matthies and Kamer 2006). The example projects Where is the
Animal? and Mimic the Animal describe different interactive experiences. These types
of experiences allow us to test ideas physically by manipulating abstract concepts
in the environment during concrete experiences (Kolb 1984) such as in the Two
Waterways exhibit.
In designing the interactive experiences the guidelines from the Apply principle
can integrate learning processes of application to increase the interactivity of the
experience. Also Multiple Intelligences, as described in the Individual principle,
provide guidance in engaging different types of visitors in the experiences.

Grasp
Related Concept
Related Projects
Related Guidelines

Application

Grasp

Multiple Intelligences

5.1 Link abstract to concrete
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Guideline
5.5

Visceral experience
Visceral experience
Engage us in concrete experiences
causing an emotional reaction.

A specific type of concrete experience which creates an instinctual response and
resonances deep within us is a visceral experience. The experience engages our
affective domain, the emotional aspects of the brain, which can motivate us to
learn and care about animals. Strategies such as close personal encounters with
animals and multi-sensory situations can create a visceral reaction (Figure 5.8). See
the projects Four Lives and Two Waterways for examples. When the experience is
at the beginning of the exhibit it can focus us during the exhibit and act as a hook,
described in the Attention principle. The example project Help the Otters and Mimic
the Animal employ this design strategey. A visceral experience can also be used as a
powerful contextualizing experience of abstract concepts as illustrated in the Mimic
the Animal project.
Emotions are an important part of
learning because it helps engage
the cognitive domain by increasing
memorability and motivation to care
and learn about animal along with
helping to develop attitudes and
values (Littledyke 2008). Emotions can
also be evoked using the guidelines
2.8 and 4.5, and other guidelines
describe strategies for using emotions
most effectively 4.7, 6.4 and 7.7.

Grasp

Grasp
Related Concept
Related Projects
Related Guidelines

2.8 Manage cognitive-emotional arousal

Hooks

4.7 Match emotions with recall

5.1 Link abstract to concrete

6.5 Memories and emotion

7.7 Integrate prior knowledge

Grasp summary and guidelines
We understand the world abstractly and concretely using cognitive processes.
Exhibits can use both types of experiences by synchronizing how visitors grasp
the exhibit to reduce the abstract nature of concepts and capitalize on the many
concrete experiences in zoos. From these experiences we need to make meaning from
them which is the topic of the next principle Guide.
5.1 Link abstract to concrete

5.4 Interactive experiences

Contextualize abstract concepts
by connecting it to a concrete
experience.
Abstract concepts
Linking

Create concrete experiences using
personal experiences with physical
engagement.
Linking experiences
Linking
Built-in feedback
Observation of the landscape

5.2 Familiar examples
Use familiar examples as concrete
experiences to link abstract
concepts.
Animal selection
Begin with concrete experience
Observation of the landscape
Begin with visceral experience

5.5 Visceral experience
Engage us in concrete experiences
causing an emotional reaction.
Reduce the abstraction
Concrete contextualization
Begin with visceral experience
Begin with concrete experience
Visceral experience
Warn of a distressing situation

5.3 Reduce the abstraction
Present abstract concepts as
concretely feasible.
Observation of the landscape
Reduce the abstraction
Abstract concepts

Grasp
Related Concept
Related Projects
Related Guidelines

Grasp

Application

Meaning making

3.1 Direct attention

how do you

Create meaning
in exhibits ?
Principle overview

Principle outline
Introduction
What have you learned in exhibits?
Strategies
Relate to existing knowledge
6.1 Relate to existing knowledge
Conceptual connections
6.2 Conceptual connections
Examples
6.3 Examples and demonstrations
Guide thought
6.4 Guide thought
Memories and emotion
6.5 Memories and emotion
Guideline Summary
Guide

We need guidance in understanding the
environment around us because we may
not know how to make meaning from
the experience. This principle discusses
strategies for increasing how visitors make
meaning by designing for conceptual
connections, providing examples, and
guiding thought.
Learning Concepts Map

Guide

What have you learned in exhibits?
“The dominant motivation for humans is meaning-making. The need to make
meaning of the physical setting is innate” (Falk 2000).
After we grasp information we need to transform the information into knowledge
by making the information meaningful. We recall our prior knowledge, which
is filtered through our Identity to understand the information. The exhibit can
facilitate our processes of understanding by guiding us in making meaning from
the exhibit experience leading to increased understanding. The following strategies
of conceptual connections, examples, and guiding thought explain how to guide
meaning-making in the following principle.

Guide
Related Concept
Related Projects
Related Guidelines

Prior knowledge

Identity

6.0 All guide guidelines

Guideline
6.1

Relate to existing knowledge
Relate to existing knowledge
Connect the experience to existing
knowledge.

Exhibits can guide us in creating meaning by connecting the situation, information
or activity to our prior knowledge and experiences, increasing our understanding.
The experience can relate information we have learned outside the zoo or activities
in our daily lives to facilitate the contextualization process, further described in the
Transfer principle. One strategy is to connect the exhibit with the local landscape
(Figure 6.2). Other similar guidelines relating the exhibit to prior knowledge are
guideline 7.7 and 8.1. To assist in using the guideline, a Concept Hierarchy Diagram
can identify how the information conceptually relates to other information visitors
might know.

Guide
Related Concept
Related Projects
Related Guidelines

Prior knowledge

7.7 Integrate prior knowledge

Concept hierarchy diagram

8.1 Make relevant to daily lives

Transfer

8.3 Orchestrate learning

Guideline
6.2

Conceptual connections
Conceptual connections
Highlight connections between
information in the exhibit.

Exhibits can inform us of conceptual connection between concepts by highlighting
elements cueing us to the relationship between them. For example, the relationship
between signs and the exhibit and between elements in exhibits can be highlight
by increasing attraction characteristics and by explicitly describing the relationship
helping to conceptually connect information (Figure 6.3). Also, in the example project
Mimic the Animal conceptual connections are made between abstract concepts of
evolution with animal observation using visitor activities. Additionally, connections
can also be indirectly suggested by spatially grouping concepts together (Falk 2000)
possibly also using guideline 2.4. To make connections other design guidelines 2.6,
3.2, 3.3 provide design strategies. In addition to single messages in exhibits the
overall zoo messages can be conceptually connected to different exhibit experiences
and different exhibits further described in guideline 8.3.

Guide
Related Concept
Related Projects
Related Guidelines

Inform learner

Attraction characteristics

2.4 Exhibiting multiple items

2.6 Focusing device

3.2 Provide an example

3.3 Interactive guides

8.3 Orchestrate learning

Guideline
6.3

Examples
Examples and demonstrations
Show how the information is useful.

Exhibits can facilitate meaning by providing concrete experiences using examples
and demonstrations. Examples are concrete experiences of the use or application of
information in the exhibit. The examples inform us how to engage the information
through action as described in guideline 3.2. One example is found in the Help the
Otters project were the visitor activity is an example of enacting behavior. Exhibits
can also illustrate how to learn information by providing cognitive strategies for
remembering and understanding experiences such as by making comparisons. This
strategy is employed in the example project What Animal is That? which explains
how to learn to identify animals. Exhibits can also provide examples of how to use
information both in the exhibit and outside the zoo by demonstrating behavior or
the functioning of processes (Figure 6.4) such as in the Two Waterways example
exhibit. Visitors can also participate in these activities to understand through a
concrete experience by applying learning, as described in the Apply principle and
demonstrated in the example project Mimic the Animal.

Guide
Related Concept
Related Projects
Related Guidelines

Inform learner

Concrete experience

Apply

3.2 Provide an example

Transfer

Guideline
6.4

Guide thought
Guide thought
Suggest how we are to think
about the experience

In addition to conceptual connections and
examples, exhibits can assist us in making
meaning by guiding cognitive processes
used to contextualize the situation.
Exhibits can suggest the information we
are to recall and how we are to use the
information in the new situation as in the
example project Help the Otters. Through
questions (Figure 6.5), design elements
and the context, exhibits can suggest
how to recall information but also how
we think about the information and apply
it in contextualizing and engaging the
exhibit activities further described in the
Apply principle. See the project examples
Who is Right?, Two Waterways and Four
Lives for exhibit situations.
A variation of this guideline is guideline 8.5 Encourage Divergent Thinking which
specifically guides thought in making connections to information outside the
exhibit. The visitor activity can also guide thoughts as in the example project
Where is the Animal?

Guide
Related Concept
Related Projects
Related Guidelines

Meaning making

Cue recall

Context

7.0 All apply guideline 8.0 All transfer guidelines 8.5 Encourage divergent thinking

Guideline
6.5

Memories and emotion
Memories and emotion
Embed memories with positive
emotions

When using the previous strategies to guide
us in creating meaning be cognizant of
our emotional state because as we create
memories we embedded our emotional state
with the information. When we recall the
memory the same emotion is evoked (Chaffar
and Frasson 2005). The exhibit needs to
embed positive emotions with messages
intended to be recalled outside the zoo
because positive emotions improve problem
solving (Chaffar and Frasson 2005) which is
important during visitor activities described
in the Apply principle. The example project
Help the Otters employs the guideline
by ending on a positive note. Also Two
Waterways evokes a positive emotion using
the guidelines 2.8, 4.7, and 7.6.

Guide
Related Concept
Related Projects
Related Guidelines

Cognitive-emotional arousal

2.8 Manage cognitive-emotional arousal

Meaning making

4.7 Match emotions with recall

Apply

7.6 Evoke a positive state

Guide summary and guidelines
We can create more meaning when the exhibit guides visitors in creating meaning.
These guidelines describe how to guide us in making-meaning from the exhibit using
conceptual connections, examples and guiding thoughts. Once we understand the
information we need to apply our learning which is the topic of the next principle, Apply.

6.1 Relate to existing knowledge

6.4 Guide thought

Connect the experience to existing
knowledge.

Suggest how we are to think about
the experience.
Stimulating recall with an element
Unexpected situation prompts recall
Built-in feedback
Comparing lifestyles
Understanding the landscape
Create an introductory context

6.2 Conceptual connections
Highlight connections between
information in the exhibit.
Concrete contextualization
Linking experiences

6.5 Memories and emotion

6.3 Examples and demonstrations

Embed memories with positive
emotions.

Show how the information is useful.
Unexpected situation prompts recall
Informing with an example
Observation of the landscape
Comparison
Linking

Guide
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Grasp

Apply

Stimulate recall

Positive conclusion
Comparison

Transfer

how do you

Use your knowledge
in exhibits ?
Principle overview

Principle outline
Introduction
How do you exercise learning?
Application
Application
7.1 Application of learning
Feedback
Feedback
Interpret feedback
7.2 Interpret feedback
Rewards
7.3 Intrinsic rewards
7.4 Extrinsic rewards
Strategies
Before application
7.5 Recall learning
7.6 Integrate prior knowledge
During application
7.7 Evoke a positive state
7.8 Repeat concepts
Cognitive activity
Guideline Summary
Apply

When we use our prior knowledge in
exhibits our understanding and ability
to transfer knowledge into new contexts
increases. After we apply our knowledge
exhibits can provide feedback on our
performance by evaluating the activity.
This principle discusses strategies for
applying knowledge and skills learned in
exhibits.
Learning Concepts Map

Apply

How do you exercise learning?
After learning information and concepts we need to apply our learning to support
and reinforce learning through contextualization in different situation (Gagne 1985).
Exhibits can encourage us to use the information contained in the exhibit with our
prior knowledge while experiencing the exhibit. Once we apply our knowledge, the
exhibit can provide feedback demonstrating our learning, increasing our confidence.
Application of learning can be as simple as a flip sign (Figure 7.1) or more complex
such evaluating a situation or identifying features in the landscape. In all the
example projects visitor activities require more complex application of learning
because it is critical in the learning process. The following principle describes how
to encourage application of learning, how to provide feedback, and other design
considerations before and during application.

Apply
Related Concept
Related Projects
Related Guidelines

Meaning making

Inform learner
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Prior knowledge

Application

Guideline
7.1

In zoo exhibits we use our prior knowledge and information presented in exhibits
to understand the environment around us. This interpretation of the exhibit is
application of our learning and knowledge. Application is the use of our knowledge
to solve tasks such as answering a question, using interactive interpretation,
discussing ideas, or completing an activity. Exhibits can assist visitors in understand
more of the exhibit by encouraging application of knowledge. Application of
information provided in signs, activities and animal experiences during a task helps
visitors contextualize the information by understanding how the information is
useful, making the information meaningful.
Application of learning
Encourage one to apply learning.

Visitors can apply their learning not only while engaging interpretive elements
such as in the Four Lives example project of cooking and gardening but also during
activities in the entire exhibit experience. For example in the project examples Two
Waterways, What Animal is that?, and Where is the Animal? To design these types
of visitor activities a design process helpful in guiding design is the creation of a
Cognitive Activity described at the end of this learning principle.
When encouraging visitors to apply their learning inform them how to engage
the exhibit so that visitors can perform most effectively. While informing frame
the directions through their Identity so that visitors are motivated to participate
in the activity as it will satisfy their needs for the zoo visit as described in
guideline 3.5 Informing Identity. Also, integrate prior knowledge to facilitate the
contextualization processes as described in guideline 7.6.

Apply
Related Concept
Related Projects
Related Guidelines

Feedback

Cognitive activity

3.5 Inform Identity

Inform learner

Prior knowledge

7.6 Integrate prior knowledge

Meaning making

Feedback
Once we applying our learning we need to know if our performance was correct
through feedback. Feedback supports and reinforces learning because it assists
in contextualizing learning by guiding how to use the information. Feedback also
increases our confidence in learning by demonstrating to us our learning (Gagne
1985). Feedback can be either built-in to the activity or provided by an outside
source.
Outside source
Feedback can be provided by an outside source such as a docent or the interpretation
element itself (Gagne 1985). A type of outside feedback could be a reward. In the
Four Lives example project visitors receive exhibit money for completing tasks in the
village.
Built-in
When the act of performance provides feedback it is built-in to the activity. Built-in
feedback maintains our ability to interpret and evaluate our performance because
the result of our action is the feedback (Gagne 1985). In the Four Lives example
project, the visitor experience is the consequences of visitor’s actions as a result of
choosing a pathway. In the example project Where is the Animal? also provides builtin feedback when using clues to find an animal. Also, in the Who is Right? example
project visitors comparing their response to other visitors as feedback, described in
the next page.

Application

Apply
Related Concept
Related Projects
Related Guidelines

7.2 Interpret feedback

7.3 Intrinsic rewards

Reward

7.4 Extrinsic rewards 7.5 Recall learning

Guideline
7.2

Interpret feedback
Interpret feedback
Maintain one’s ability to interpret
feedback.

When providing feedback, feedback needs to support learning and respect our
choice and control in free-choice learning environments. Exhibit feedback needs
to allow us to interpret our performance by not dictating a right or wrong answer.
Instead, exhibits should suggest a correct meaning by assisting us in interpreting the
experience (Irvine, Saunders, and Foster 1996). One possible strategy for increasing
visitor’s ability to interpret feedback is to create exhibit activities which provide
built-in feedback such as in the Four Lives and What Animal is That? example
projects.
The example exhibits Four Lives allows visitors to interpret the resulting situation
as good or bad. Also, in the Who is Right? example project allows visitors to create
solutions which they can evaluate based on other visitors responses.

Apply
Related Concept
Related Projects
Related Guidelines

Feedback

Built-in

Choice and control

7.1 Application of learning

Guideline
7.3

Feedback given after completing a
task which improves our feelings and
reinforces our actions is a reward. A
reward that is a material objects is an
extrinsic reward. Whereas, an intrinsic
reward in not an object but is a feeling
such as pride, joy and confidence felt
after completing a task (Price, Vining,
and Saunders 2009).
Intrinsic rewards
Use intrinsic rewards for
behavioral change.

Exhibits should provide intrinsic rewards
over extrinsic rewards if behavior change
is the objective of learning because
intrinsic rewards continue to motivate us,
influencing our behavior, after the zoo
visit. Whereas, when extrinsic rewards are
removed outside the zoo they no longer
reinforce behavior (Price, Vining, and
Saunders 2009). The example projects
Help the Otters and Where is the Animal?
provide an intrinsic reward.

Apply
Related Concept
Related Projects
Related Guidelines

Feedback

Guideline
7.4

Rewards
Extrinsic rewards need to relate
to the goals of the exhibit.

Extrinsic rewards can create interest in
learning which motivates us to engage
activities for example in the beginning
of the Four Lives example exhibit of
making exhibit money. However, when
the reward is removed the targeted
behavior diminishes. It also lowers the
intrinsic motivations associated with
the behavior. If using extrinsic rewards,
the reward needs to relate to the
educational and conservational goals
of the exhibit. In addition to extrinsic
rewards acting as feedback, extrinsic
rewards can also act as hooks to
pique interest in engaging the activity
(Price, Vining, and Saunders 2009) for
example in completing tasks such as in
the Four Lives example project.

Choice and control

7.1 Application of learning

Extrinsic rewards

Hooks

7.2 Interpret feedback

Before application

Guideline
7.5

Prior to encouraging us to apply our learning, stimulate recall of learning and evoke
a positive state to improve our application of learning.
Recall learning
Cue recall of the information learned
before and during the activity.

Guideline
7.6

Before we apply our learning stimulate
recall of previously learned information and
prior knowledge (Figure 7.2) for example in
the Four Lives, Two Waterways and Who is
Right? example projects. Once we recall the
information it is readily accessible for use
in the activity (Figure 7.3), (Gagne 1985).
To determine the prior knowledge to recall
refer to the Concept Hierarchy Diagram and
information coordinated in other exhibits.
Evoke a positive state
Evoke a positive emotional state
during performance of learning.

Also, evoke a positive emotional state before application of learning to encourage more
flexible and original problem-solving and decision-making (Chaffar and Frasson 2005).
The projects Who is Right? and Two Waterways illustrate this design strategy. To create
a positively charged atmosphere in the exhibit, stimulate the recall of information
associated with positive emotions as described in guidelines 2.8, 4.7 and 6.5.
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Application

Within zoo coordination

2.8 Manage cognitive-emotional arousal

Orientation

4.7 Match emotions with recall

Stimulate recall Concept hierarchy diagram

6.5 Memories and emotion

During application

Guideline
7.7

While we are applying our learning encourage us to use prior knowledge and repeat
concepts to increase learning during our performance.
Integrate prior knowledge
Encourage us to use our prior
knowledge during activity.

Guideline
7.8

Encourage us to use our prior knowledge and experiences when participating
in activities. First, stimulate recall of prior knowledge as described in the Recall
principle and guideline 7.5 because we use our prior knowledge to contextualize
and make meaning from the environment. Then prompt us to integrate in with new
learning. Suggest ways for integrating prior knowledge in the activity to facilitate
the meaning making process. One strategy could be to relate it to our daily lives as
described in guideline 8.1. This guideline is used in the Four Lives exhibit.
Repeat concepts
Repeat concepts in new contexts.

Also, provide opportunities for us to apply learning in new and different contexts in
the same exhibit, other exhibits, when using zoo amenities, and during repeat zoo
visits. Repeated practice in different contexts increases retention and transfer of
learning (Gagne 1985). The example project Mimic the Animal provides an example.
The guideline 8.4 provide guidance in coordinating the zoo learning content.
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Prior knowledge

7.5 Recall learning

Within zoo coordination

8.1 Make relevant to daily lives

Inform learner

8.4 Within zoo coordination

Cognitive activity
One design technique used to develop the visitor activities integrating application of
learning into the example projects is to identify the cognitive activities in the exhibit.
A cognitive activity is the intended thought processes visitors use to engage the
exhibit experience and activity which are stimulated and facilitated by the exhibit
design. The following potential cognitive activities are designed into some of the
project examples.
Weighing Factors
The cognitive processes of evaluating
information using criteria to determine a
course of action is used in the Four Lives
and Who is Right? example exhibits.
Recognizing Features
The cognitive processes of remembering
different types of animal behaviors and
characteristics from information presented
in the exhibit and then associating the
recognized behaviors and features to a
specific animal species is used in the Where
is the Animal? and What is that Animal?
example exhibit..
Comparing Differences
The cognitive processes of contrasting
two situations identifying similarities and
differences to deduce the causes for the
differences using information from the
exhibit and their prior knowledge is used in
the Two Waterways example exhibit.
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Application Concept hierarchy diagram
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Apply
When we exercise our learning, understanding increases because it supports and
reinforces our knowledge. Exhibits can engage us in applying learning during
activities and provide feedback on our performance. However, application is not only
important in the exhibit but also applying learning outside the zoo, contributing to
conservation, which is the topic of the next principle, Transfer.
7.1 Application of learning

7.3 Intrinsic rewards

Encourage use to apply learning.

Use intrinsic rewards for behavioral
change.

Extrinsic reward
Consequences of actions
Creative solutions
Briefing area example
Understanding the landscape
Form an opinion
Making a decision

7.4 Extrinsic rewards
Extrinsic rewards need to relate to
the goals of the exhibit.

Creative solutions
Comparison

7.7 Integrate prior knowledge
Encourage us to use our prior
knowledge during activity.

Selecting exhibit experience
Extrinsic reward

Maintain our ability to interpret
feedback.

Creative solutions
Making a decision

7.8 Repeat concepts

7.5 Recall learning
Cue recall of the information learned
before and during the activity.

Built-in feedback
Consequences of actions
Form an opinion
Creative solutions

Related Concept
Related Projects
Related Guidelines

Evoke a positive emotional state
during performance of learning.

Intrinsic reward
Positive conclusion

7.2 Interpret feedback

Apply

7.6 Evoke a positive state

Repeat concepts in new contexts.
Concrete contextualization

Recall learning
Making a decision
Understanding the landscape
Form an opinion
Creative solutions

Application

Feedback

Inform learner

3.5 Inform identity

Prior knowledge

6.5 Guide thought

Transfer

how have you

Used learning in outside
exhibits
of exhibits ?
Principle overview

Principle outline

When we use our knowledge in new and
different contexts we transfer knowledge
to new situation increasing learning.
Also, when we apply learning outside
the zoo we contribute to conservation.
This principle discusses strategies
for encouraging visitors to transfer
information in the exhibit to other
situations both in and outside the zoo.
Learning Concepts Map

Introduction
How do exhibits extend beyond the zoo?
Strategies
Relate to daily lives
8.1 Make relevant to daily lives
Learning outside the zoo
8.2 Bring learning into the zoo
8.3 Orchestrate learning
Coordination learning
8.4 Within zoo coordination
Divergent thinking
8.5 Encourage divergent thinking
Guideline Summary
Transfer

Transfer

How do exhibits extend beyond the zoo?
We enter into the zoo “with a wealth of prior experience and knowledge and leave
with the seeds of knowledge and meaning that only subsequent experience can
reveal and sustain” (Falk 2000). Learning in zoos is not complete until we apply it
outside the zoo in new situations. When we encounter concepts in new contexts
our understanding increases as it reinforces what we know through repetition and
contextualization as we transfer knowledge (Gagne 1985). Strategies to encourage
the transfer of knowledge into new contexts of relating to daily lives, coordinating
learning and divergent thinking are described in the following principle.

Transfer
Related Concept
Related Projects
Related Guidelines

Coordinate learning

Prior knowledge

Relevant to daily lives

8.0 All transfer guidelines

Guideline
8.1

Relevant to daily lives
Make relevant to daily lives
The information in exhibits needs to
relate to our daily lives and experiences.

Zoo exhibits can relate the experience to our daily lives in achieving the
conservation mission of zoos (WAZA 2005). Content which relates to our daily lives
gives us the tools to live our lives more pro-environmentally. The content also helps
us connect it to our existing knowledge as it helps us understand the information
through contextualization. Experiences which resonate with our prior experiences
and knowledge are more fulfilling experiences because they reinforce and support
what we already know (Falk 2009).

When designing the exhibit to relate to our daily
lives stimulate us to recall information using the
Recall principle, so prior knowledge is readily
available for use. Design a connection between
the common experiences as in guideline 4.1 to
daily lives to reach the broadest audience. One
example is in the Four Lives example project
relating the food we eat to other people. Also,
the example projects Who is Right? and Help
the Otters also relate the exhibit situation to
our daily lives by guiding us in considering the
information in the context of our lives.
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Meaning making

Prior knowledge

Concrete experience

4.1 Common experiences

Guideline
8.2

Learning outside the zoo
Bring learning into the zoo
Connect learning experiences to our
prior learning outside of zoos.

Guideline
8.3

In addition to providing relevant information to our daily lives connect the
information to learning outside the zoo. First, stimulate recall of information
from school or common experiences following the Recall guidelines. Then guide
us in creating a conceptual link between the presented information and existing
knowledge following the Guide principle. An example is illustrated in the Who is
Right? project.
Orchestrate learning
Coordinate zoo messages with other
institutions.

We learn throughout our lives in school and at work but also from zoos, museums,
science centers and other media such as television and newspapers. Learning is
a continual process accumulating overtime from many sources. Zoos are but one
part of a community’s educational infrastructure which can work together towards
improving the planet. Institutions whose goals are similar to zoos can collaborate
messages helping us to understand information in different contexts by assisting
visitors in bringing learning into the zoo as described by guideline 8.2. One example
is in the project Two Waterways which ends with visitors remembering a similar
message in a television commercial. Another example is the project Who is Right? in
which visitors connect the information to a museum visit.
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Related Guidelines

Prior knowledge

6.0 All guide guidelines
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Guideline
8.4

Coordinate learning
Within zoo coordination
Coordinate similar messages in
multiple exhibits.

A coordinated educational agenda between exhibits in the zoo can synchronize
messages among exhibits to help make conceptual connections. The educational
messages can be coordinated between exhibits by repeating concepts in different
contexts, formats and communication methods as described by Guideline 7.8. Visitors
can encounter the same general message in different contexts and situations in
exhibits and guest amenities to receive a holistic message (Figure 8.3). For example in
the Four Lives example project the same message is presented, applied and recall in
different situations. Concept Hierarchy Diagrams can assist in coordinating learning.
The exhibit can also deliver the same messages in different formats and mediums
such as signs, activities or demonstrations, audio, video, keeper chats, numbers and
words to name a few possibilities. While repeating information the different formats
can engage different Multiple Intelligences to reach a diverse audience.
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Conceptual connections

Multiple Intelligences

7.8 Repeat concepts

Concept hierarchy diagram

Guideline
8.5

Divergent thinking
Encourage divergent thinking
Assist one in making connections to other
information.

Exhibits can encourage our thoughts to diverge on different information to make
new conceptual connections by recalling new information. We combine the new
information to make connections with information and experiences outside of the
exhibit. A question, design element or exhibit context as describe in guidelines 4.2,
4.3 and 4.4 could stimulate prior knowledge related to the information in the exhibit
but not presented in the exhibit (Koran Jr. and Koran 1983). The new information
can then be used to understand the information in the exhibit. By positioning the
recall device at the end of an exhibit we can reflect on the experience by relating it
to others both in and outside the zoo. One example in the Who is Right? example
project occurs when visitors create solutions to the problem in the exhibit. The
device could also stimulate action by asking visitors to relate the experience to their
behavior outside the zoo. For example in the project Two Waterways a sign, lawn and
house stimulate divergent thinking about visitor’s daily lives by relating the exhibit
message to the suburban context. Additional design guidance could come from a
similar guideline 6.4 however this guideline facilitates a more specific cognitive
process of divergent thinking.
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Stimulate recall

4.2 Question recall

Cue recall

Context

Unexpected feature

4.3 Element recall 4.4 Context recall

6.4 Guide thought

Transfer summary and guidelines
For our learning to persist and contribute to conservation we need to use our
knowledge outside of zoos. Exhibits can connect us to learning outside the zoo and
vice versa by coordinating learning and connecting learning experiences. One final
consideration in the learning process is how learning is different for all individuals
which is the topic of the next principle, Individual.
8.1 Make relevant to daily lives

8.3 Orchestrate learning
Coordinate zoo messages with other
institutions.

The information in exhibits needs
to relate to our daily lives and
experiences.

Reinforcement
Divergent thinking

Comparing lifestyles
Divergent thinking
8.4 Within zoo coordination
Animal selection
Creative solutions
Coordinate similar messages in
Stimulating recall with an element
multiple exhibits.
Observation of the landscape
Recall learning

8.2 Bring learning into the zoo

Connect learning experiences to our
prior learning outside of zoos.

8.5 Encourage divergent thinking

Create an introductory context
Reinforcement

Transfer
Related Concept
Related Projects
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Transfer

Conceptual connections

Assist us in making connections to
other information.
Divergent thinking
Creative solutions

Apply

Stimulate recall

how do you

Learn differently
than others ?
Principle overview

Principle outline

Learning is unique to the individual
(Kolb 1984; Gardner 1985) because we
have different experiences and cognitive
preferences resulting in visitors desiring
different types of engagement. This
principle discusses strategies for designing
for personal differences by maintaining
visitor’s choice and control and engaging
different Multiple Intelligences.
Learning Concepts Map

Introduction
How do you want to learn?
Choice and control
Choice and control
Dynamic information
Multiple Intelligences
Multiple Intelligences
Linguistic
Musical
Logical
Spatial
Kinesthetic
Naturalistic
Intrapersonal
Interpersonal
Principle Summary
Individual

Figure 9.0
How do you think they learn differently?

Individual

How do you want to learn?
Learning is unique to each of us. We all have different prior experiences and
knowledge used to contextualize and understand new information. Additionally, we
have learning styles employing different processes and strategies for learning and
problem-solving (Kolb 1984; Gardner 1985). Our learning increases when we use our
preferred learning styles and can integrate our prior experiences during application
of learning as described in, guideline 7.1.

Individual
Related Concept
Related Projects
Related Guidelines

Choice and control

Identity

Dynamic information

7.1 Application of learning

Choice and control
Since we learn differently we want to engage elements differently. In exhibits we
expect freedom to choose and select what and how we engage exhibits because
the zoo is a leisure activity. Maintaining our choice and control in exhibits is critical
in capturing learning opportunities in zoos because when the experience is too
structured, removing our autonomy, our intrinsic motivations to learn decrease.
Exhibits need to give us the
tools to use our choice and
control productively (Falk 2000;
Falk 2006) for example in the
Where is the Animal? example
project. One strategy to assist
visitors in choosing how to
engage the exhibit is guideline
3.5 Informing Identity and the
other guidelines from the Inform
principle. For example in the
What Animal is That? example
project visitors have many
options for engaging the exhibit.
Because we want choice and control exhibits cannot force us to engage elements.
However, exhibits can encourage us to participate by design the exhibit experience
to be fully experience by engaging the activity as described in guideline 7.1 and the
example project Four Lives.

Prior knowledge

Individual
Related Concept
Related Projects
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3.5 Inform Identity

Identity

3.0 All inform learner 7.1 Application of learning

Dynamic information
We not only want choice and control over how we engage the exhibit but also the
information we engage. Since we are all unique ranging in age, ability levels and
interests and prior knowledge (Figure 9.3) designing exhibits is very challenging to
satisfy a diverse audience. Designing information for different people is also difficult
due to visitor’s Identity as described in the Identity principle because Identity
influences the use of prior knowledge and interests.
If the content and activities in exhibits
can be dynamic in responding to match
our needs learning increases because
the information is more desirable as it
matching our ability levels and prior
knowledge. For example, Where is the
Animal? and What Animal is That?
example projects respond to different
visitor’s ability levels with the exhibit
content and visitor activity by allowing
the visitor to choose the content and
activity. Design strategies to create
dynamic experiences include guidelines
3.3 Interactive Guides.
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Prior knowledge

Identity as filter

3.3 Interactive guides

Choice and control

Multiple Intelligences
We all have different ways of thinking
and engaging the environment around
us. One system for classifying these
different abilities is the theory of
Multiple Intelligences developed by
Gardner with eight different learning
styles. Most people possess all of them
in varying amounts and combinations,
and use them in unique ways specific to
them (Gardner 1985).

Exhibits can use Multiple Intelligences
as hooks, as described in the Attention
principle, to capture our attention
on activities and information. After
we engage then we can expand our
interest to other exhibit areas and topics
(Landells 2004). Exhibits can also center
visitor activities and cognitive activity
on specific Multiple Intelligences, as
described in the Apply principle. In doing
so, our learning increases as we engage
exhibits in our preferred ways. The eight
Intelligences of Linguistic, Musical,
Logical, Spatial, Kinesthetic, Naturalistic,
Intrapersonal, and Interpersonal are
described in detail in the following
pages.

Linguistic
Musical
Logical
Spatial

Individual
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Hooks

Kinesthetic
Naturalistic
Intrapersonal
Interpersonal

Cognitive activity Individual learning

Application

Linguistic
The Linguistic Intelligence is the ability
to use words and language in speaking,
listening and writing (Figure 9.5).
People strong in this Intelligence are
sensitive to sounds, rhythms and the
meanings of words. They are skilled at
remembering words, explaining concepts
and using language. They are also good
at using language to persuade others
to act and use language for reflection
(Lazear 1986; Campbell, Campbell, and
Dickinson 2004). In the zoo, visitors
use the Linguistic skills to read signs,
listens to zoo staff and in talking to their
companions.
The example exhibit Who is Right? and Four Lives engages the Linguistic Intelligence
by encouraging visitors to communicate with each other in coming to a consensus.
Design strategies appealing to the Linguistic Intelligence may also appeal to the
Intrapersonal and Interpersonal Intelligences as they both integrate communication
with people. When the communication is between people the activity may also
appeal to Facilitators.
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Intrapersonal

Interpersonal

1.2 Facilitate facilitator

Musical
The Musical Intelligence is the ability to
recognize tonal patterns, environmental
sounds and rhythms. People strong in
this Intelligence are sensitive to pitch,
rhythm and timbre and the emotional
qualities of music and sounds. They use
music and sounds to remember and
learn non-musical information (Figure
9.6). Their strengths are in discerning
different instruments and sounds;
recognizing melodies; and when sounds
are out of tune (Lazear 1986; Campbell,
Campbell, and Dickinson 2004). In
zoos the visitor experience is full of
many sounds from visitor conversations,
animal vocalizations, environmental
noises, and mood setting music.
In the Four Lives example project visitors play musical instruments in the village and
in the What Animal is That? exhibit visitors recognizing animal calls. The activity
engaging the Musical Intelligence may also appeal to Explorers and Experience
Seekers who want a unique zoo experience and allowing for creativity.
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1.1 Explorer discovery

1.4 Memorable experience

Logical
The Logical Intelligence is the ability of inductive
and deductive thinking/reasoning, numbers,
and recognition of abstract patterns. People
with this Intelligence are skilled in solving
problems and making rational decisions by
using logical reasoning to make connections
between information. They enjoy metaphors,
discerning relationships (Figure 9.7), performing
complex calculations, and scientific reasoning.
The strength of Logical thinkers is their problem
solving ability. They look for consistency in
models and logical series (Lazear 1986; Campbell,
Campbell, and Dickinson 2004). In the zoo,
visitors use logic to draw conclusions between
observations, presented information and their
prior knowledge.
Example projects Mimic the Animal and Where is the Animal? engage the Logical
Intelligence by encouraging visitors to observe their surroundings to understand the
landscape and find animals. The activities engaging the Logical Intelligence may also
appeal to Facilitators who assist their children in using their Logical Intelligence.
The activity may also appeal to Professionals who have greater understanding of the
content and critically think about the information and the exhibit.
The design guideline 6.3 Examples and Demonstrations may engage the Logical
Intelligence by presenting models. Also, guideline 6.2 Conceptual Connections
may also appeal to logical thinkers by assisting them in understanding conceptual
relationships.
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Facilitator Professional

6.2 Conceptual connections

6.3 Examples and demonstrations

Spatial
The Spatial Intelligence relies on the
sense of sight and being able to visualize
an object (Figure 9.9), create internal
mental images and navigate space. It
is the ability to recognize relationships
of objects in space, create graphic
representation, manipulate images, and
an active imagination. They express
clearly seeing images in the mind and
skills at drawing and designing but also
geometry, navigation and visualizing
landscapes from plan (Lazear 1986;
Campbell, Campbell, and Dickinson
2004). In zoos visitors use their Spatial
Intelligence extensively to understand
interpretive graphics, observation of
animals, and imagination. Visitors also
use the Intelligence to navigate zoo
exhibits (Figure 9.8).
The graphics in the Mimic the Animal example project engages the visual
graphics aspects of the Spatial Intelligences. Whereas the navigation aspects
of the Intelligences are engaged in the project example Where is the Animal?
and What Animal is That? as visitors navigate the exhibit landscape to find and
identify animals. The activity may also appeal to Explorers because visitors explore
the landscape as they navigate space. The activity may also engage the Logical
Intelligence as they determine how they move through space. Other activities in the
zoo engaging the Spatial Intelligence may also engage the Logical Intelligence with
visual graphics to understand graphics such as models.
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Logical

1.1 Explorer discovery

Kinesthetic
The Kinesthetic Intelligence relies on
the brain’s motor cortex which controls
bodily motion. It is the ability to control
voluntary movement, control of preprogrammed movements, awareness
through the body, connection between
the mind and body and mimetic abilities
(Figure 9.10). People with this Intelligence
enjoy role-playing, dancing, creative
movements, and games. They express
skills in fine tasks with their hands and
tasks requiring good coordination. People
with this Intelligence use movement as a
way to remember and learn information
(Lazear 1986; Campbell, Campbell,
and Dickinson 2004). The zoo visit is a
physical activity and increasingly zoo
exhibits (Figure 9.11) and interpretations
integrate interactive activities.
The hands-on activities engaging the Kinesthetic Intelligence are a concrete
experience facilitating learning. In the example project Mimic the Animal visitors
participate in physical activities by mimicking animals. Also, in the Where is the
Animal? example exhibit visitors climb rocks and trees while navigate space to
locate animals as engaging the Spatial Intelligence. The activities may also appeal to
Explorers, Professionals and Experience Seekers as visitors participant in hands-on
activities.
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Logical

1.1 Explorer discovery

Spatial

Concrete experience

1.3 Professional information 1.4 Memorable experience

Naturalistic
The Naturalistic Intelligence relies on
our innate Biophilic qualities as humans
and the ability to observe patterns in
nature (Figure 9.12). People with this
Intelligence express big picture thinking,
observation skill, perceiving relationships
by classifying, protection for nature,
and environmentally friendly behavior
(Campbell, Campbell, and Dickinson
2004). People come to zoos to observe,
engage and be surrounded by nature.
The concrete experiences in zoos with
landscapes and animals may engage the
Naturalistic Intelligence. For example in
the example projects Two Waterways,
What Animal is That?, Primate Adaption
and Where is the Animal? encourage
visitors to observe the landscape.
Activities engaging the Naturalistic Intelligence may appeal to Rechargers if
the activity involves peacefully sitting observing the landscape also engaging
the Intrapersonal Intelligence. Professionals may also engage their Naturalistic
Intelligence using their advanced knowledge to read the landscape.
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Concrete experience

1.5 Space for recharger

1.3 Professional information

Intrapersonal
The Intrapersonal Intelligence relates
to inner states of being, self-reflection,
metacognition, and awareness of
spiritual realities. It is the ability to
understand one’s self by engaging their
inner states of being, self-reflection
and metacognition. People use this
Intelligence to set goals, identify and
expressing emotions, reflect on the
wonder and purpose of life (Figure
9.13) and understand their learning.
They express their skills by reflecting
on important issues in life and deep
psychological and philosophical issues,
analyze themselves and have the courage
to express their own opinions (Lazear
1986; Campbell, Campbell, and Dickinson
2004). In zoos parents believe the setting
provides an opportunity for their children
to learn morals respecting nature and
understand their place in the world.
Rechargers may be interested in activities engaging the Intrapersonal Intelligence
because they can have quiet places for reflection and contemplate of nature such
as in the example project What Animal is That?. Another example project Who is
Right? and Four Lives could engage the Intrapersonal Intelligence as visitors are
encouraged to understand other people’s feelings.
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Interpersonal

1.5 Space for recharger

Interpersonal
The Interpersonal Intelligence relies
primarily on person-to-person
communication and an understanding
of personal relationships. It is the
ability to take the view point of others;
understand others feelings, opinion,
and beliefs; working cooperatively;
sensitivity to others moods, motivations,
and feelings; and verbal and non-verbal
communication. A person with this
Intelligence enjoys collaborative learning
(Figure 9.14), conflict management,
learning through service and appreciates
personal differences, multiple
perspectives and solving local and global
problems. They express skills in social
relations, making contacts with other
people and get along with different
types of people (Lazear 1986; Campbell,
Campbell, and Dickinson 2004). In
zoos many of the learning experiences
contain socialization.
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Activities engaging the Interpersonal
Intelligence may appeal to Facilitators
if the activity requires visitors to work
together. The activity may also appeal
to people with a strong Linguistic
Intelligence if the activity requires
using language to communicate. The
example projects Four Lives engage the
Interpersonal Intelligence as visitors
work together to develop a solution and
make a decision.

Linguistic

1.2 Facilitate facilitator

Individual summary
We all learn differently and use different processes. The eight Multiple Intelligences
provide guidance in how exhibits can engage different cognitive processes. Not only
do cognitive processes vary from individual to individual but also our prior knowledge
and ability levels. Because of individual differences, we want choice and control in
how we engage exhibits.
Linguistic

Making a decision
Form an opinion

Musical
Extrinsic reward
Dynamic interactive guide

Logical
Abstract concepts
Intrinsic reward

Spatial
Intrinsic reward
Network of pathways
Abstract concepts

Kinesthetic

Linking
Linking experiences
Intrinsic reward

Naturalistic
Abstract concepts
Intrinsic reward
Dynamic interactive guide
Understanding the landscape

Intrapersonal
Concrete contextualization
Making a decision
Form an opinion
Variety of experiences

Interpersonal
Recall learning
Making a decision
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Transfer

Conceptual connections

Application

Stimulate recall

Example Projects

Project

With an understanding of learning from the learning
principles grounding the design guidelines, of seven
hypothetical zoo exhibits illustrate the application of
the design guidelines in the following example projects.

1Identity

Two Waterways
3Inform

7Apply

Who is Right?

Project

What Animal is That?
6Guide

5Grasp
Project

Help the Otters
Project

Project

4Recall

Four Lives

Project

Project

2Attention

Where is the Animal?

Mimic the Animal

8Transfer

9Individual

do they

Recall priorinexperiences
the exhibit ?

Help the Otters

Begin with visceral experience
Visitors encounter otters in both a healthy and unhealthy environment. They
identify the problem and develop a solution to fix the problem by cleaning the
otters’ exhibit.
As a family enters into a new otter exhibit, the children run down the trail quickly
approaching the low wall on the edge of the otter exhibit. They look eye to eye across
at each the otters (Figure 10.1) as the otters swim under the logs and rest on the mud
bank. An otter playfully approaches the window and looks across at the boy, then dives
into the water. He tells his father, “I am as good a swimmer as the otter.”
The children were excited to see the
otters and quickly passed by the other
elements along the pathway in their
excitement. To focus visitors on the
exhibit information, the anticipated
animal, otters, are experienced
before encountering information in
the exhibit as a concrete experience
(guideline 5.5). Additionally, the
boy’s intimate experience creates an
emotional connection with the animal
motivating caring and learning. The
otters were selected to communicate
information about water quality issues
because many people are familiar with
animals (guideline 2.10, 5.2) which act
as a hook.

Distraction

Hooks

Help the Otters
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Concrete experience

The Mimic the Animal example project also uses a visceral experience to begin an
exhibit. A variation on beginning an exhibit is in Who is Right? example exhibit with
a strong cognitive-emotional experience.

2.10 Familiar animals

5.5 Visceral experience 5.2 Familiar examples

Stimulating recall with an element
The family then passes along a river bank and view the stream in profile with otters
swimming next to a metal barrel (Figure 10.2). The boy says, “That water does not look
very safe” as he points to a large metal drum in the river bank. As they walk away he
says, “There is no way I would drink the water. I bet the otters would not want to drink
the water either.”
Visitors recall that the
barrels could contain toxic
substances which could
be leaking into the water
(guideline 4.3) because
chemical are typically
associated with large drums
especially with warning
labels, (guideline 4.1). A
sign then prompts visitors
to consider if they would
drink potentially polluted
water by asking ‘would you
drink the water’ causing
them to recall information
about clean water and evaluate the water for drinking (guideline 4.2, 8.1). Another
question, ‘do otters drink water,’ switches visitors thought to the otter’s perspective
(guideline 6.4). The situation increases cognitive-emotional arousal with both the
unexpected features (guideline 4.5) and the questions asking visitors to evaluate the
water for drinking.

Cognitive-emotional arousal

Help the Otters
Related Concept
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Common experiences

This experience is critical for following exhibit situations.

4.1 Common experiences

4.2 Question recall

4.3 Element recall 4.5 Unexpected feature recall 6.4 Guide thought 8.1 Make relevant to daily lives

Solve the problem
Further along the river is a tree overhanging the river with a tire swing. In the water
and along the bank float plastic bottles (Figure 10.3). The boy says, “I would not use
the swing to swim in the water because of the trash.” His father replies, “I don’t think
the otters like it either” as he looks a sign by the swing.
The tire swing encourages visitors
to recall experiences swimming and
compare their experience with the otter
(guideline 4.3). The sign ask ‘would otters
like to swim in the stream’ (guideline
4.2) which works in tandem with the
tire swing by making the message of
polluted water visible and encourages
contemplation (guideline 4.4).
The exhibit concept is based on the
cognitive activity of encouraging
visitors to make a connection between
their preferences for clean water to
otters. The same activity is repeated in
the context of eating, swimming and
drinking. Making this cognitive and
emotional connection helps provide
motivation for cleaning and protecting
waterways (guideline 2.9).

Cognitive-emotional arousal

Unexpected feature

Help the Otters
Related Concept
Related Projects
Related Guidelines

This experience is critical in the final experience in the
Help the Otters exhibit. A similar situation observing the
landscape to determine a problem is in Two Waterways.
2.9 Cognitive-emotional learning

4.2 Question recall

4.3 Element recall

4.4 Context recall

Unexpected situation prompts recall
The narrow river opens up to a hard-packed sand beach as the river bends. From up
the bend, bottles float down the stream and wash-up onto the beach (Figure 10.4).
The boy turns from the sign and points to the otter on the far steam bank and tells his
father, “We should recycle this trash,” as he picking up bottles and heads toward a
green trash can.
The views are framed (guideline 3.1)
so that the otters and trash are in
the same area helping to make the
connection that otter live in the same
water. The boy knows from prior
experiences that trash is dangerous
to animals (guideline 4.5). A sign
asking ‘what can you do about the
trash in the steam’ prompts them to
develop a plan for helping the otter
(guideline 6.4). The exhibit suggests
a possible solution with a green trash
can with the recycling symbol on the
side (guideline 4.1).
The cognitive-emotional arousing exhibit situation encourages visitors to engage the
cognitive activity of comparing the clean stream at the beginning to the polluted
water and identify the problem (guideline 2.9). They are then encouraged to apply
their learning with the question and recycling can (guideline 6.3) in developing
a solution to the pollution and enact that solution. Visitors can recycle the trash
or report the problem to docents in the exhibit who explain the situation and
facilitated visitors in developing a solution.

Cognitive-emotional arousal

Application

Cognitive activity

Help the Otters
Related Concept
Related Projects
Related Guidelines

The previous exhibit situations
set the stage for this situation.
4.1 Common experiences 4.5 Unexpected feature recall

6.4 Guide thought

3.1 Direct attention

6.3 Examples and demonstrations

Positive conclusion
After the beach the water is clear and the banks are free from plastic bottles. In the
water otters swim playfully in the stream (Figure 10.5). The boy tells his father the
otters are having happy because there is no trash and we can all help the otters as he
points to the sign.
The exhibit ends with a
positive situation providing
hope that waterways can be
cleaned to improve animal
habitat (guideline 2.8). A sign
thanking previous visitors for
cleaning the stream supports
their feeling that they can
make a difference by working
together. The positive emotion
of helping the animals by
picking up the bottles is
associated with the memory
of happy otters (guideline 6.5)
so that when they encounter
trash in waterways they
can remember the positive
experience with otters.

Help the Otters
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The final exhibit scenario is more meaningful
due to the prior exhibit situation.
2.8 Manage cognitive-emotional arousal

6.5 Memories and emotion 7.3 Intrinsic rewards

how do they

Knowfrom
how to learn
the exhibit ?

What Animal is That?

Briefing area example
Visitors use a smart phone app to identify animals in the exhibit. Throughout the
exhibit they reference the app in identifying and locating animals.
A family walks into the exhibit and the mother
approaches a sign, taller than her, explaining how to
download an app for her smart phone (Figure 11.1). As
her family walks around the sign she downloads the
app. After it loads she asks her children, “What animal
is in the exhibit.” In front of her she points to a grey
creature sleeping in the branches of the tree and her
daughter announces, “It is a koala!”
The strong attraction characteristics of the large
sign increase the chances visitors will read the sign
by being isolated and large to ensure many visitors
see the option to download the app explaining
how to engage the exhibit (guideline 3.2). After
informing visitors of the use and purpose of the
app, the exhibit encourages visitors to use the app (guideline 7.1). The exhibit
facilitates their application by directing and focusing their attention on the kolas
by using a spot light as a focusing device (guideline 2.6). The light increases the
contrast between the tree and surround dense canopy and undergrowth to assist
their simultaneous scanning process. A familiar animal is used as an example to
engage visitors (guideline 2.10). This initial situation manages visitors attention by
focusing it on specific elements and reduces distractions by using a minimal number
of elements (guideline 2.13).

Attraction characteristics

What Animal
is That?
Related Concept
Related Projects
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Inform learner

Simultaneous scanning

This situation is directly connected to the next
situation. A similar situation acting as a briefing area
occurs in What Animal is That? example project.

2.10 Familiar animals

2.6 Focusing device

3.2 Provide an example

7.1 Application of learning

2.13 Manage attention

Informing with an example
The daughter, now ahead of the group, tells them she was right as she points to
another large sign. Her mother walks up and as she reads the sign explains how to
use the information provided by the app to recognize the physical characteristics of
animals to identify the species (Figure 11.2). After the sign the daughter then says they
should take the right pathway instead of the middle or left paths because the phone
explains they can see pademellons.
The sign reveals the answer and
explains how this first small exhibit is
an example to practice how to engage
the exhibit (guideline 6.3). The sign
informs visitors how to use the smart
phone app through an example using
the kolas (guideline 3.2). Also, the
instructions explain how parents can
engage their children in the activity,
giving them the tools to enact their
Identity (guideline 3.5).The initial exhibit
sequence of informing sign, practice
exhibit and answer sign stimulates a
sequential scanning pattern to manage
visitor’s attention. The large signs and
spacing creates a hierarchy facilitating the sequential scanning process (guideline 2.4,
2.5). After the practice situation, visitors are ready to explore the exhibit identifying
animals they may not be familiar with because they are informed and oriented with
the example (guideline 2.12).

What Animal
is That?
Related Concept
Related Projects
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Inform learner

Attraction characteristics

Orientation Manage attention

A similar briefing area is described in
Where is the Animal? example project.

2.12 Unfamiliar animals

3.2 Provide an example

3.5 Inform Identity

6.3 Examples and demonstrations

2.5 Promote sequential scanning

Dynamic interactive guide
As the family walks through the exhibit a small grey animal hops across the pathway
and joins a group of them browsing in the meadow near the path. The daughter says “I
think I found them. It is small and grey and has many friends.” The mother looks down
at the phone and responses, “Does it have a short tail without a lot of fur. It must be a
pademelon! (Figure 11.3)”
When visitors spot an animal they can use the smart phone app to reference the
different physical and behavioral characteristics of the animal to determine the
species (guideline 3.3). They may also hear different animal sounds, see footprints,
or evidence of animals which are referenced on the phone to identify the animal
engaging their Naturalistic and Musical Intelligences. The phone also offers a
dynamic set of information about the animals from basic to detailed information
appealing to different visitors (guideline 1.3).

To facilitate visitor’s use of the phone app, alerts on the phone pop-up when they
move into new ecosystems where they can potentially find new animal informing
them of possible encounters. Additionally, iconic features in the landscape such as
rock cliffs or tall trees assist visitors in recognizing the new ecosystem (guideline
2.6), (Figure 11.4).

What Animal
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Dynamic information

Naturalistic

Inform learner Cognitive activity

Musical

Another exhibit example with a similar visitor
activity is in Where is the Animal? example exhibit.

1.3 Professional information

2.6 Focusing device

3.3 Interactive guides

Fulfilling Identity
The father points, “There in the tree, it looks like a giant squirrel.” Then the daughter asks,
“Do you think they eat nuts like squirrels?” The father replies, “I bet they eat more than
that because they are bigger than squirrels (Figure 11.5).”
As a facilitator, the father is scanning the exhibit for the animal instead of satisfying
his prior knowledge as a construction worker by looking at the detailing of the bridge,
because he wants to interact with his children by engaging them in the exhibit activity.
The experience is filter through his Facilitator Identity influencing where he directs his
attention and how he creates meaning. When one daughter asks what the red kangaroo
eats he compares the red kangaroo to what he and more importantly his children know,
squirrels. He explains their diet using his knowledge and experience with squirrels.
The activity of locating animals using
the smart phone appeals to visitors
with a Facilitator Identity (guideline
1.2) because the activity provides
opportunities for interaction. As visitors
identify animals only one person can
use the phone at a time requiring them
to communicate the animal features to
other visitors, possibly engaging their
Linguistic and Interpersonal Intelligences.
Visitors can also work together pointing
out animals in the landscape to the group
as more experienced visitors help less
experience visitors in interpreting the
features in forming a consensus on the
identified animal species.
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Identity as filter

Similar exhibit situations encouraging visitors
to engage one another are in the example
projects Four Lives and Who is Right?

1.2 Facilitate facilitator

Network of pathways
In the exhibit many of the animals roam freely residing in their preferred ecosystem,
ranging from cliffs, forest, meadow and wetland. Some animals are restricted to
contained enclosures, living in jewel boxes scatter throughout the landscape or behind
nearly invisible piano wire barriers. The pathways split and merge forming a network
of trails resulting in an infinite number of unique animal encounters where visitors can
choose the route which appeals to their interests. Some pathways are narrow limiting
circulation to a single-file line whereas others are wide allowing for casually strolling
groups. These larger pathways lead to the entrances and exits of the exhibit providing
visitors with physical orientation, supplemented with small directional signs. The entire
experience provides concrete experiences with animals living in natural habitats (11.6).

The diverse experiences and the multiple opportunities for discovery appeal to visitors
with an Explorer Identity (guideline 1.1). At key points in the exhibit signs inform
visitors of the opportunity for investigation such as around the cliffs where climbing
is encouraged (guideline 3.5). As visitors navigate the exhibit they use their Spatial
Intelligence.

What Animal
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Orientation

Concrete experience

Spatial

Another exhibit employing a
network of circulation pathways is
in the Four Lives example project.
1.1 Explorer discovery

3.5 Inform Identity

Variety of experiences
As visitors approach one dividing pathway a sign explains that one trail is a deadend and informs visitors that they need to be quiet on the trail to not disturb the
animals. The instructions on the sign appeal to Rechargers who are searching for a
secluded place to relax (guideline 3.5). It also discourages other Identities who may
distract Rechargers such as noisy Explorers or Facilitators. At the end of the path,
a bench overlooks a pond and waterfall with views to the animals (guideline 1.5),
(Figure 11.7). The Rechargers may engage their Intrapersonal Intelligence as they
reflect or the exhibit could stimulate reflection of by providing a context or design
elements which spark thoughts (guideline 6.4)

The situation does not require visitors to act accordingly but suggests their behavior,
maintaining visitor’s choice and control (guideline 3.4). Throughout the exhibit
visitors are not required to engage in the activity of identifying animals. Instead the
exhibit encourages visitors to participate in the activity by appealing to different
Identities. This maintains visitor’s choice in what they want to engage and control
over how they engage the exhibit.

What Animal
is That?
Related Concept
Related Projects
Related Guidelines

Inform learner

1.5 Space for recharger

Recharger

Choice and control

3.4 Maintain choice and control 3.5 Inform Identity 6.4 Guide thought

how do they

Experienceinconcepts
exhibits ?

Mimic the Animal

Begin with concrete experience
Visitors mimic animal’s behavior during different activities as they learn about the
evolution and adaption of primates.
A group of visitors enter into
an exhibit and across the
depression from the family is a
gorilla chewing on a branch. The
boy says, “Look at how strong
the gorilla is. He almost pulled
the branch off the tree.” In the
background another gorilla climbs
in the trees from branch to branch
(Figure 12.1).
The exhibit is about adaptation and evolution. Visitors first have a concrete
experience closely encountering the gorillas (guideline 5.4) which acts as a hook. The
experience is later referenced in the exhibit when abstract concepts are linked to the
concrete experience with the gorillas (guideline 8.4). Also, the experience is recalled
when abstract concepts are centered around a familiar animal such as the gorillas
(guideline 2.10, 5.2).

Linking abstract to concrete

Concept hierarchy diagram Hooks

Mimic the Animal
Related Concept
Related Projects
Related Guidelines

This first experience is recalled in later exhibit
situations. A similar project starting with a close
animal encounter is in the Help the Otters project.
2.10 Familiar animals

5.2 Familiar examples

5.4 Visceral experience

8.4 Within zoo coordination

Linking
The family walks around
some shrubs to an activity
area. A father helps his
son put on a gorilla suit
and tells him, “You now
have the strength of the
gorilla (Figure 12.2).”
The boy then stands on
a rock and reaches up to
grab tree branches. He
shouts to his father, “I can
hardly reach the branches
because my muscles are in
the way.”
After the concrete experience with the gorillas, visitors first understand different
physical abilities caused by anatomical differences by wearing a gorilla suit
(Robinson 1996), engaging visitors Kinesthetic Intelligence. In the testing area,
the gorilla suit helps visitors understand the physiology of gorillas by mimicking
gorillas while wearing a suit which limits their normal movements due to increased
muscle mass (guideline 5.5). As the boy climbs on rocks and trees experiencing the
limited range of motion firsthand, he experiences the abstract concept of different
anatomy effecting mobility from the concrete experience. The activity of wearing the
suit becomes an example of the information in the exhibit (guideline 6.3). To focus
visitor’s attention on the activity, views to the gorillas and other exhibit elements are
limited in the testing area, encouraging a sequential scanning process (guideline 2.5).

Linking abstract to concrete

Kinesthetic

Mimic the Animal
Related Concept
Related Projects
Related Guidelines

Sequential scanning

In this experience the previous situation is recalled.
Another exhibit linking abstract concepts to a concrete
experience in in the example project Two Waterways.
5.1 Link abstract to concrete

5.5 Interactive experiences

6.3 Examples and demonstrations 2.5 Promote sequential scanning

Concrete contextualization
After taking off the suit, the boy approaches a glass viewing area where a gorilla is
lying on the grass. He looks wide-eyed at the gorilla and tells his father, “The gorilla is
stronger than I am (Figure 12.3).”

This concrete experience with the gorilla (guideline 5.5) provides a second
opportunity to contextualize the experience of wearing the gorilla suit. The up close
encounter with the real animal facilitates visitors in making conceptual connections
to the information learned in the activity to their observations of the animal
(guideline 6.2). As the visitors reflect on the situation they reflect on the strength
with greater appreciation of the gorilla after understanding how their anatomy
differs, engaging their Intrapersonal Intelligence.
After this initial activity of wearing the gorilla suit to learn about how anatomy
relate to physical ability. The second half of the exhibit focus on repeating the
concept in different situation (guideline 7.8) and adding another conceptual layer,
evolution and time. The Concept Hierarchy Diagram assisted in the design process in
identifying and organizing the concepts.

Concrete experience

Conceptual connections

Mimic the Animal
Related Concept
Related Projects
Related Guidelines

Intrapersonal

Concept hierarchy diagram

This situation contextualizes the previous situation.
A similar visceral experience used to contextualize
information is in the Help the Otters exhibit.

5.5 Visceral experience

6.2 Conceptual connections

7.8 Repeat concepts

Abstract concepts
From the window the father walks over to a sign explaining primate evolution. They
walk along the panel winding through the exhibit (Figure 12.4). Outlines of different
primate species are on the timeline. They stop in front of a bright yellow outline of a
monkey with limbs extended. Beyond the sign a monkey swinging from one branch to
another and the father tells the boy, “Look at its long arms (Figure 12.5).”

The timeline describes the evolution and
adaption of primates through time. The vast
evolutionary timescale’s abstraction is reduced
by converting it to a linear distance (guideline
5.3). On the sign, the different primates from
the past are spaced-out corresponding to
units of time with extant species for examples
to compare the extinct to the living species
making an abstract conceptual connection
(guideline 5.1). The graphic sign engage the
Spatial and Logical Intelligences demonstrating
relationships and patterns.

Conceptual connections

Mimic the Animal
Related Concept
Related Projects
Related Guidelines

To assist visitors in connecting
the sign with the animal
example, the outlines of the
animal have increased attraction
characteristics which are a
bright color directing visitor’s
attention. Visitors can then make
conceptual connections between
the abstract sign and the concrete
living animal making a physical
conceptual connection (guideline
5.1).

Attraction characteristics

Spatial

Logical

Naturalistic

The information presented in this situation is applied in the
following situation. A similar situation using animals to reduce
the abstraction is in the Two Waterways example project.
5.1 Link abstract to concrete 5.3 Reduce the abstraction

Linking experiences
Next to the viewing area tree branches extend over the trail forming a network above
them. The boy points to a sign and challenges his father to a race as a monkey. The
father takes the higher wider spaced branches while the boy takes the lower ones.
They swing from branch to branch racing to the end. The boy tells his father, “Slow
down your arms are longer, like the monkey’s (Figure 12.6).”
The climbing activity provides
a firsthand experience of
how limb length affects
climbing ability to make a
connection to understand
the advantages of long arms,
evolutionarily (guideline 5.4)
by engaging the Kinesthetic
Intelligence. The instructional
sign encourages visitors to
race each other in climbing
like a monkey (guideline 3.2).
The climbing activity assists
visitors in linking experiences
of watching the monkey and
climbing like a monkey.
Visitors make conceptual connections between arm length using the abstract
concepts from watching the monkey and reading the sign to the concrete
experiences of comparing each other’s climbing ability (guideline 6.2).

Conceptual connections

Mimic the Animal
Related Concept
Related Projects
Related Guidelines

Kinesthetic

The activity is a concrete experience
of the previous experience.

3.2 Provide an example

5.4 Interactive experiences 6.2 Conceptual connections

how do they

Use the information
to explore ?

Where is the Animal?

Briefing area
Visitors select an animal to find in the exhibit. Throughout the exhibit, visitors use
clues explaining information about the animal to locate the animal in the exhibit.
A family enters into a thatched building where a park ranger greets them. The ranger
explains that they can select an animal to find in the exhibit using clues. The girl
points to a picture of the lemur from the movie Madagascar and decides to search for
the Ring-tailed lemur. Her father says they will find it together. The son interjects, “I
can find the hardest animal before you can find the lemur,” and selects the small ringtailed mongoose. After selecting the animals the family enters into the landscape in
search of the first clue (Figure 13.1).
In the briefing area zoo staff
informs visitors of the exhibit
activity, orienting them to the
exhibit. Visitors have the choice
to select the animal of their
choice (guideline 3.4, 2.10). The
information is dynamic in that
visitors choose the animal to find
which have varying degrees of
challenge appealing to different
skill levels, Identities and age
groups. The activity acts as a hook
interesting visitors by engaging
different Multiple Intelligences and
appealing to different Identities.

Where is the
Animal?
Related Concept
Related Projects
Related Guidelines

Inform learner

Choice and control Dynamic information

Hooks

Prior knowledge

A similar exhibit briefing area situation is in
the What Animal is That? example exhibit.
2.10 Familiar animals

3.4 Maintain choice and control

Maximum choice and control
Upon entering into the landscape the boy remembers the ranger told him ring-tailed
mongooses eat insects and remembers past experiences gathering bugs under rotting
trees. In the shrubs he sees a dead tree and veers onto the mulched path into the
underbrush following a narrow dirt trail. His sister and father continue briskly down
the path in search of the lemur while his mother meanders looking at the plants,
unconcerned with finding an animal. At the tree, he finds a small sign with a picture
of a ring-tailed mongoose. It says ‘I have claws to find bugs.’ As he deciphers the
meaning of the clue he sees people in the tree and thinks they may use their claws
climbing trees for bugs (Figure 13.2).
The boy uses the clue on the sign,
which acts as a static interactive guide
(guideline 3.3) to inform how he engages
the exhibit in determining a course of
action. Not only can visitors engage the
exhibit activity but visitors can choose
to participate in the locating the animal
activity or they can stroll through the
exhibit enjoying the animals, plants and
place. They also decide their level of
engagement in the exhibit maintaining
their choice and control (guideline 1.1).
Visitors may have a hard time selecting where and what to engage because of
the undefined pathways and many not know what to expect in the exhibit. Too
much choice can overwhelm visitors distracting them from learning. To minimize
disorienting visitors, they are informed of the activity and provided with physical
orientation such as a map.

Where is the
Animal?
Related Concept
Related Projects
Related Guidelines

Orientation

Choice and control

A similar example project using an
interactive guide and providing a variety of
experiences is the What Animal is That?
1.1 Explorer discovery 3.3 Interactive guides

Built-in feedback
While the boy climbs the tree he
sees some insects climbing into a
tree hollow. In the hollow doesn’t
find an animal but another clue, ‘I
have claws not for climbing but for
digging.’ He climbs higher into the
tree house and finds another clue
saying ‘I like bugs living near slow
moving water.’ He looks out from
the tree house at the exhibit and
sees a swampy area next to the
river (Figure 13.3).

Application

Where is the
Animal?
Related Concept
Related Projects
Related Guidelines

He uses the first clue about claws to form a
hypothesis using his knowledge and understand
of other animals with claws (guideline 6.4),
applying his learning. When he finds the next
clue, in the tree hollow, his hypothesis is
tested and he finds it incorrect. The second
sign provided built-in feedback on his use
of the first clue. If he would have found the
animal he would have also received feedback
confirming his hypothesis (guideline 7.2). To
test his hypothesis he must interact with the
exhibit through navigation (guideline 5.4).

Built-in

A similar exhibit providing built-in
feedback is in Four Lives example project.
6.4 Guide thought

7.2 Interpret feedback

5.4 Interactive experiences

Intrinsic reward
The boy then walks across the rope bridge and climbs down the tree to the water’s
edge. As he climbs over the rocks he sees an animal with long claws quietly digging
in the mud. He silently fist pumps trying not to startle the animal. After watching the
animal for a few minutes he goes to find his parents to bring them back to show them
the animal he found without their help (Figure 13.4).

He feels pride and satisfaction in accomplishing the task alone (guideline 7.3). His
confidence in using his Logical, Spatial and Naturalistic Intelligences increase as he
interprets the clues and navigates space while understand more about the ring-tailed
mongoose behavior.

Where is the
Animal?
Related Concept
Related Projects
Related Guidelines

Intrinsic

Feedback

Logical

Spatial

Naturalistic Kinesthetic

A similar exhibit acting as an
intrinsic reward is the Help the
Otters example project.

3.4 Maintain choice and control

7.3 Intrinsic rewards

Locate the animal
The entire exhibit concept is centered around the cognitive activity of locating the
animal. The activity of using clues to find the animal requires visitors to understand
the concepts on the clues and apply their understanding to navigate the exhibit
in search of the animal (guideline 7.1). Visitors need to understand the clues and
transfer the concepts to what they observe in the environment. The activity appeals
to Explorers as they move through the exhibit encountering unexpected experiences
(guideline 1.1). The exhibit also appeals to Facilitators as they work as a group to
locate the animal (guideline 1.2).

Where is the
Animal?
Related Concept
Related Projects
Related Guidelines

Cognitive activity

A similar exhibit with a great diversity of
experiences and a network of pathways is
the What Animal is That? example exhibit.
1.1 Explorer discovery

1.2 Facilitate facilitator

how do they

Use the information
to navigate ?

Four Lives

Selecting exhibit experience
Visitors role-play different people in an African ecosystem with elephants. Through
the experience they make decisions which influence their experience.
A family walks into an African town where a local villager
greets them. He explains that they can help elephants by
making exhibit money during the exhibit (Figure 14.1). They
can either be a Farmer in the next village, a wildlife officer
at the ranger station, or help a man in the bush. The family
decides to be farmers.
The exhibit centers around elephants and their
relationship with humans (guideline 2.10). The exhibit
begins by informing visitors of how they can experience
the exhibit. Visitors are not required to participate in
the role playing activity, maintaining their choice and
control, but encouraged to participant in the enhanced
exhibit experience. Visitors receive extrinsic rewards in
the exhibit to drive the decision making process and act
as hooks to increase visitor’s interest in participating in
the activity. In designing the reward, the reward relates
back to conservation since they give the money back to
conservation efforts (guideline 7.4).

Inform learner

Orientation

Choice and control

Four Lives
Related Concept
Related Projects
Related Guidelines

Hooks

Other examples of briefing areas are in the
example exhibits Who is Right?, Where is
the Animal? and What Animal is That?
7.4 Extrinsic rewards

Comparing lifestyles
The family leaves the town walking into
the African bush. They approach a fence
of acacia branches containing native
cattle. The girl points at the sign and
explains, “These are not like the cows at
home (Figure 14.2).”

The farmer role-playing experience begins by encouraging visitors to
compare their lifestyles to the African villagers (guideline 8.1). A sign
stimulates recall of prior knowledge by asking ‘where does your milk
and hamburgers come from.’ The question prompts visitors to recall prior
knowledge for comparison in the exhibit situation (guideline 4.2). Then
another sign guides thoughts with a similar question ‘what do villagers eat
(guideline 6.4).’ This initial experience begins to help visitors compare their
lives to others’ lives in understanding why people make the decisions in
relation to animals.

Prior knowledge

Four Lives
Related Concept
Related Projects
Related Guidelines

Another exhibit situation relating the
exhibit to visitors daily lives is in the
Who is Right? example exhibit.
4.2 Question recall

6.4 Guide thought

8.1 Make relevant to daily lives

Extrinsic reward
After walking past the corral the family enters
into the Boma village. A villager greets them, who
explain they can make money by helping in the
village. The girl decides to help one of the local
women prepare a traditional dish. She tells the
girl how to grind the corn and that her husband
grew the corn in a local field. After cooking the
dish the girl enjoys the food and the woman says,
“I am not the only one who likes corn - elephants
also like corn (Figure 14.3).” When visitors leave
the village they are told they can help a villager
working the fields at the end of the trail.
Visitors participate in activities designed to engage their different Intelligences
where they learn about the culture of the local people. As visitors are completing
the task, the actors working in the exhibit provide visitors with feedback on
their application of learning in completing the tasks by receiving exhibit money
(guideline 7.1). The activities may appeal to Experience Seekers since they are unique
experiences (guideline 1.4).

Feedback Extrinsic

Multiple Intelligences

Four Lives
Related Concept
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This situation builds on the previous situation
in illustrating the commonalities in their lives
in preparation for future situations.
1.4 Memorable experience

7.1 Application of learning

Visceral experience
After leaving the village, the family walks
through the savanna weaving between
grasses and acacia trees. Around a
bend the trail widens and to the right
of a baobab tree is an elephant. A cloud
of dust drifts from the elephant as he
tosses dirt on his back. The girl quietly
proclaims, “Look how beautiful she is
(Figure 14.4)!”
The exhibit is designed to evoke
a visceral experience in visitors
(guideline 5.5) by crafting views of
where elephants will most likely be
seen and by creating a beautify scene
with baobab trees (guideline 2.6). The
concrete experience hopefully inspires
visitors to care about the animal by
making an emotional connection
with the elephants. This emotional
connection is important later in the
exhibit experience when they have to
make a decision, guided by the Concept
Hierarchy Diagram and Cognitive
Processes Diagram.

Concrete experience

Cognitive activity

Four Lives
Related Concept
Related Projects
Related Guidelines

Concept hierarchy diagram

This exhibit situation is critical
in later exhibit situations.

5.5 Visceral experience

2.6 Focusing device

Recall learning
The family then walks into a field of corn. As the rows spread out before them, the girl
says, “This must be the field where the village grows their corn.” The straight stalks
then changes to pointed stumps in a field turned to mud. Large round impressions
cross the pathway where a man is surveying the damage. He asks them, “Are you here
to work the fields? If you are you cannot because the crop is destroyed.” The girl asks,
“What happened to the field?” He tells them it was an elephant and he no longer
needs help so they can return to town (Figure 14.5).
When visitors first enter the field,
a sign stimulates them to recall
information from the village about
corn (guideline 4.2, 4.4). The girl makes
a conceptual connection between the
living plant and the cooking activity
by apply information about corn in a
new context (guideline 7.5, 8.4). Then
when they enter into the trampled
field the actor explains one side of the
conflict between people and elephants.
Elephant footprints encourage visitors
to conclude the elephants were in
the field. If visitors did not make the
connection the trained actor facilitates
visitors in making the connection. As
visitors interact with the actor they
engage their Interpersonal Intelligence.

Stimulate recall

Concept hierarchy diagram Interpersonal

Four Lives
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The exhibit experience relates
to a prior exhibit experience.
4.4 Context recall 7.5 Recall learning

8.4 Within zoo coordination

Warn of a distressing situation
The family leaves the field and enters into the bush where vultures gaze from above.
Then in the distance, gunshots echo beyond the trees to their left. In the direction is a
dead elephant where other vultures stand on the animal (Figure 14.6).
The poached element is an unexpected feature
which increases cognitive-emotional arousal
(guideline 4.5). This visceral experience is the
counter point to the earlier experience at
the beginning of the exhibit when they were
viewing elephants (guideline 8.4). Multiple
measures are taken to warn visitors of the
potentially distressing situation (guideline 2.7).
First, the powerful stimulus of the gunshot
used to direct visitor’s attention on the content
(guideline 2.1) is strategically used at a point
in the exhibit when visitors must experience
the situation. Visitors need to gather the
experience in preparation for making a decision
(guideline 2.3) balancing this situation with
previous ones. The decibel level of the noise
needs to direct attention but not startle
audiences (guideline 2.2). Also, the gunshot is a subtle clue of the
coming situation. Second, another sign suggests poachers are in the area, informing
the visitors of the potentially distressing situation. A final measure taken to warn
visitors is a direct warning from a sign explaining the graphic content and provides
an alternative route if the situation is too power for some visitors (guideline 2.2).

Cognitive-emotional arousal

Four Lives
Related Concept
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Powerful stimulus

Orientation Inform learner

Concrete experience

Unexpected feature

The situation is counter to a previous exhibit situation.
Other similar exhibits potentially creating a distressing
situation are in the Help the Otters and Who is Right?

2.1 Powerful stimulus redirection 2.2 Powerful stimulus intensity 2.3 Strategic powerful stimulus 2.7 Warn of distressing element

8.4 Within zoo coordination

Making a decision
After the vultures the family comes upon a camp. In the camp a man approaches
them, walking past a pile of elephant tusks. He tells them he has some work for them
tracking elephants. One of the boys suggests they should help the man. However, the
girl doesn’t want to endanger the elephants and reminds them of the dead elephant
and the beautiful elephant seen earlier in the day. Then the man says, “Elephants are
not helping anyone, if anything they are diminishing the farmer’s and the villagers’
lifestyle by destroying crops. You can either help me down that path or go back to
town the other way.” After discussing their options the family takes the trail back to
town (Figure 14.7).
The actor in the exhibit is
trained in helping groups
work together to make a
decision (guideline 1.2). He
encourages them to recall
information and experiences
from earlier in the exhibit
(guideline 7.5) and potential
experiences from their
prior life experiences
(guideline 7.7). As part of
the information recalled
he encourages recall of
emotions by referencing
the emotional situation from earlier in the exhibit (guideline 4.7). He helps visitors
consider the situation from others point of view to understand the dilemmas facing
the local people in surviving in the landscape while coexisting with elephants
engaging visitors Interpersonal, Intrapersonal and Linguistic Intelligences, as they
apply their learning in choosing a pathway (guideline 7.1).

Cognitive-emotional arousal

Application

Four Lives
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Linguistic

Intrapersonal

Interpersonal

Previous situations in the exhibit are
recalled in making the decision.

1.2 Facilitate facilitator

4.7 Match emotions with recall

7.1 Application of learning

7.5 Recall learning

7.7 Integrate prior knowledge

Consequences of actions
After the family decides which pathway to take they receive feedback on their
decision during the cognitive activity (guideline 7.1). The exhibit provides builtin feedback from the experience as visitors encounter in the next situation which
could be positive or negative. For example, if visitors choose to help the poacher
the pathway leads to the visitors arrested as poachers, suggesting an incorrect
application of learning. If visitors take the second pathway towards town they see
the elephants in a safe environment on a way back to town (guideline 2.8). Visitors
are free to interpret the feedback because the exhibit does not explicitly tell visitors
if they selected the correct pathway (guideline 7.2).

Cognitive activity

Four Lives
Related Concept
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Built-in

The exhibit experience is dictated by the of the
decision they make as feedback. Another exhibit
with built-in feedback is Where is the Animal?

7.1 Application of learning

7.2 Interpret feedback

2.8 Manage cognitive-emotional arousal

how do they

Direct their
attention
in the exhibit?

Two Waterways

Reduce the abstraction
Visitors experience two similar landscapes with different animals and land
management systems resulting in differences in water quality. The exhibit
culminates with visitors identifying factors influencing water quality.
As a family enters into an exhibit,
the girl runs to a microscope where
a docent pulls water from the
stream behind the table. While she
is examining the water, the docent
explains the contents in the water
are a result of excessive runoff. She
then calls for her mother, “Come
look at the creatures swimming in
the murky water (Figure 15.1).” The
docent then gives her clean water
from a healthy stream to examine.
In the exhibit visitors learn about the effects of poor water quality. First visitors use
microscopes to watch algae (guideline 2.11), dirt and other suspended materials in
the water before learning about the causes (guideline 5.4). Visitors compare the two
water samples to understand the differences in water at the microscopic scale. The
concrete experience of seeing the microscopic organisms reduces the abstraction of
the small scale (guideline 5.3).

Concrete experience

Animal selection

Concept hierarchy diagram

Two Waterways
Related Concept
Related Projects
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Another exhibit reducing an
abstraction is Mimic the Animal.
2.11 Match animals and learning

5.3 Reduce the abstraction

5.4 Interactive experiences

Observation of the landscape
The family follows the stream to a suburban landscape with houses, driveways and
bright green lawns with raccoons and other urban wildlife (Figure 15.2). The daughter
pushes a button and rain falls onto the landscape, quickly flowing into the adjacent
rural landscape. Deer, elk and other animals live in the many gullies and bare earth,
continuing down to the stream below (Figure 15.3). Through the exhibit signs and
interpretives explaining erosion and the factors contributing to poor water quality.
The exhibit provides a concrete experience of
the water flowing off the suburban landscape,
familiar to their daily lives (guideline 8.1)
increasing cognitive-emotional arousal. The
suburban and rural exhibit context (guideline
4.4) reduces the abstract process of runoff
(guideline 5.3) by demonstrating an example
at full scale with water directly eroding the
landscape (guideline 6.3).

Stimulate recall

Two Waterways
Related Concept
Related Projects
Related Guidelines

Context

Reduce the abstraction

Cognitive-emotional arousal

A similar exhibit reducing abstraction is in
the Mimic the Animal example exhibit.

4.4 Context recall 5.3 Reduce the abstraction 6.3 Examples and demonstrations 5.4 Interactive experiences

5.2 Familiar examples 8.1 Make relevant to daily lives

Comparison
As the family walks through the landscape the grasses suddenly change to tallgrass
prairie with buffalo. The girl again makes it rain but this time the drops fall onto tall
grasses. The water moves more slowly across the landscape. Throughout the prairie,
signs and interpretives explain erosion and the factors improving water quality (Figure
15.4).

The second landscape is a concrete example of a landscape with healthy water
quality. Visitors encounter the two landscapes (guideline 4.4) one after the other
with a sharp contrast to assist visitors in noticing the break between the habitats
increasing the attraction characteristics. This example with good water quality
demonstrates examples how to improved areas with poor water quality (guideline
6.3) embedding how to improve the landscapes with a positive memory of the
animals (guideline 6.5). The emotionally positive situation also prepares visitors to
apply their learning in the next exhibit situation (guideline 7.6).

Attraction characteristics
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Context

This exhibit situation is counter to the previous situation which
together are critical in the next situation. A similar exhibit
situation evoking a positive situation is Help the Otters.
4.4 Context recall

6.3 Examples and demonstrations

6.4 Memories and emotion

7.6 Evoke a positive state

Understanding the landscape
The family walks through the tall grass until they rejoin the stream. As they follow the
stream, the path begins sloping down. From the depressed position they can see the two
different landscapes in front of them. The girl runs up to the glass at the bottom of the
slope and her mother reads a sign ‘why is the water two different colors.’ The girl says,
“The green water is caused by the little animals swimming in the water.” Her mother
turns from a sign and asks, “Where is their extra food coming from?” The daughter
points to a bright green lawn near the houses at the top of the hill (Figure 15.5).

Visitors see the two streams conjoin in profile. The differences in water color are
highlight by a sharp contrast. The first question informs the family they are to compare
the two landscapes (guideline 3.1). Then the second question stimulates recall of
learning about eutrophication at the beginning of the exhibit by directing their
attention to the water (guideline 4.2, 7.5). Additional questions guide them in using
their new knowledge (guideline 7.1) to understand the potential reasons for changes
in water clarity (guideline 6.4). The exhibit facilitates the processes by directing their
attention to the lawn with contrast by increasing attraction characteristics (guideline
2.6) as they use a simultaneous scanning process. Also, a hierarchy of signs helps
visitors understand the important and easy questions (guideline 2.4).

Cognitive-emotional arousal

Stimulate recall

Two Waterways
Related Concept
Related Projects
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Simultaneous scanning

Attraction characteristics Cognitive activity

Naturalistic

The information from the two previous
situations are in this situation.
3.1 Direct attention

2.6 Focusing device

4.2 Question recall

6.4 Guide thought 7.5 Recall learning 7.1 Application of learning 2.4 Exhibiting multiple items

Divergent thinking
As the family leaves the stream, the prairie sharply changes to bright green lawn,
a question asks, ‘How to take care of your lawn?’ The daughter asks her father, “Do
you puts fertilizer on the yard (Figure 15.6)?” The father replies, “We use less after
watching that TV show.”
The question and lawn
(guideline 4.1, 4.2, 4.4) cue the
family to make the connection
between fertilizing their lawn to
the exhibit experience (guideline
8.5). As they leave the exhibit
the conceptual connections
are made to other situations
and information guided by the
exhibit situation which they
are familiar with in their daily
lives (guideline 8.1). The visitors
connect the information to a
public service announcements
on television asking people
to reduce water and fertilizer
usage (guideline 8.3).

Transfer

Relevant to daily lives

Two Waterways
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Common experiences

Another exhibit encouraging divergent thinking
is in the Who is Right? example project.
8.1 Make relevant to daily lives

8.5 Encourage divergent thinking

8.3 Orchestrate learning

how do they

Respond to the
situation
in the exhibit?

Who is Right?

Create an introductory context
Visitors encounter two sides of the conflict between wolves and ranchers. At the end of the
exhibit, visitors form an opinion and develop solutions to the problem.
A girl with her family enters into an observation area overlooking wolves. As they enter the
space a sign on the wood railing asks ‘what do wolves eat.’ She walks up to the railing and
picks up the binoculars hanging from the railing. She zooms in on the wolves eating some large
animal and asks, “What are the wolves eating? They are too far away (Figure 16.1).” As they
leave the observation area another sign asks ‘what types of meat do wolves eat.’

Before the exhibit visitors prior knowledge of wolves is recalled (guideline 4.6) using an
exhibit map which points visitors to direct the binoculars at specific elements such as
the eating wolf (guideline 3.1). Then two questions in the observation area work together
creating a scenario which poses a question to visitors to contemplate and search for an
answer to during the exhibit (guideline 6.4). The first question encourages recall of basic
prior knowledge about wolves possibly learned in school (guideline 4.2, 8.2). The situation
observed supports the typical answer to the question, meat, and is a question in itself due to
the unclear view. Next, the second more focused question asks for a specific answer.

Prior knowledge Context

Who is Right?
Related Concept
Related Projects
Related Guidelines

4.2 Question recall

6.4 Guide thought

8.2 Bring learning into the zoo 3.1 Direct attention 4.6 Initial recall

Animal selection
The family then walks down the hill into tall trees where cattle are grazing in a
meadow. Near the edge of the path is a rancher who explains that the wolves are
attacking his cattle and he relies on ranching for his livelihood (Figure 16.2).

The exhibiting of the humble cow is an unlikely pick for an animal in a zoo exhibit
however is critical in understanding the exhibit message because it physically
illustrates the exhibit message (guideline 2.11). First, cattle are the flash point in
the conflict between wolves and humans. This concept needs to be highlighted
and experienced to understand the relationship. Secondly, people are increasingly
becoming disconnected with nature and our food supply. Many urban dwellers may
have not experience where their food comes from first hand, providing a concrete
experience (guideline 5.2, 8.1).

Stimulate recall

Animal selection Prior knowledge

Who is Right?
Related Concept
Related Projects
Related Guidelines

Another example project including nontraditional animals is in Two Waterways.
2.11 Match animals and learning

5.2 Familiar examples

8.1 Make relevant to daily lives

Reinforcement
The group then enters back into the forest where they encounter wolves. A wolf sign
says ‘I don’t like eating cattle.’ The daughter tells her mother, “In school we learned
about wolves and they live in packs which work together to hunt deer (Figure 16.3).”
Then in a clearing near the wolves, she sees the animal the wolves were eating when
she was using the binoculars. As family looked at the wolves eating, her mother reads
the sign in front of them explaining the diet of wolves and their behavior. She asks
her daughter if she remembered how differently wolves lived with Native Americans
compared to us today from the history museum (Figure 16.4).

The exhibit presents the wolves’ side of the conflict, potentially confronting
misconceptions about wolves by demonstrating wolves eating deer (guideline 4.5)
increasing cognitive-emotional states (guideline 2.9). The exhibit also provides
an answer to the beginning of the exhibit (guideline 7.5). The exhibit message is
coordinated with other institutions and stimulates visitors to make connects to other
experience (guideline 8.3) as the visitor recall learning from the museum (guideline

Concept hierarchy diagram Cognitive-emotional arousal

Who is Right?
Related Concept
Related Projects
Related Guidelines

This experience is the answer to the question
posed at the beginning of the exhibit.

4.5 Unexpected feature recall 7.5 Recall learning

8.3 Orchestrate learning

2.9 Cognitive-emotional learning

Form an opinion
After the wolves the group encounters a herd of elk. A sign explains elk have less area
to live because of development and competition with cattle (Figure 16.5). Visitors
then climb up a hill to another observation area overlooking the wolves, cattle and
elk. Signs explain how the wolf has been reintroduced and growing into a breeding
population but are creating conflicts. An interactive sign ask visitors to vote on who
they believe is correct in the conflict - the rancher who wants the wolves gone, the elk
who wants more space to live, or the wolf who wants to live. After visitors vote then
the interactive interpretation element shows how other visitors have voted.
From their position they can see
all the players in the situation
helping to remind them of the prior
experiences (guideline 7.5). Visitor
vote on a situation which they
potentially communicate together
to come to a conclusion, engaging
their Linguistic Intelligence. After
visitors have voted on the situation
(guideline 7.1) they see how
other visitors have voted. Seeing
how others voted demonstrates
to visitors how as a collective
group they can make a difference
using their combined voice helping to overcome perceived social obstacles in
changing their behavior, becoming feedback (guideline 7.2). The activity engages the
Intrapersonal Intelligence by both helping the understand other view points in the
feedback but also in making the opinion requires visitors to think of others.

Application

Cognitive activity

Who is Right?
Related Concept
Related Projects
Related Guidelines

Relevant to daily lives Feedback Linguistic

Intrapersonal

The previous exhibit situations
influence how visitors vote.

7.2 Interpret feedback

7.5 Recall learning 7.1 Application of learning

Creative solutions
After voting the family then develops ideas which could solve the problem.
Interpretation explains how wolves have repopulated an environment from which they
have been removed when given the opportunity (Figure 16.6).

In preparation for creating a solution a positive emotional state is evoked by
providing hopeful information about reintroductions (guideline 7.6). The positive
state helps visitors develop more creative solutions as they apply their learning
(guideline 7.1). The elevated position of the activity gives visitors views back to the
entire exhibit encouraging recall of prior learning experiences (guideline 7.5). With
the prior learning recalled, the activity also encourages divergent thinking as they
develop ideas to combine and synthesize information (guideline 8.5). The ideas relate
to their daily lives by asking how they can make a difference and develop solutions
they can participate in especially if the exhibit is located in natural range of wolves
(guideline 8.1). To manage visitor’s attention the information spaced apart with
fewer elements (guideline 2.13).

Application

Multiple Intelligences

Who is Right?
Related Concept
Related Projects
Related Guidelines

Relevant to daily lives

This situation builds on the previous situation.
Another example of divergent thinking is in
the Two Waterways example project.

7.1 Application of learning

7.6 Evoke a positive state

8.5 Encourage divergent thinking

7.5 Recall learning 2.13 Manage attention
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